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ABSTRACT 

 The Internet of Things (IoT) has become a more pervasive part of everyday life. 

IoT networks such as wireless sensor networks, depend greatly on the limiting unnecessary 

power consumption. As such, providing low-power, adaptable software can greatly 

improve network design. For streaming live video content, Wireless Video Sensor Network 

Platform compatible Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (WVSNP-DASH) aims to 

revolutionize wireless segmented video streaming by providing a low-power, adaptable 

framework to compete with modern DASH players such as Moving Picture Experts Group 

(MPEG-DASH) and Apple’s Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Live Streaming (HLS). 

Each segment is independently playable, and does not depend on a manifest file, resulting 

in greatly improved power performance. My work was to show that WVSNP-DASH is 

capable of further power savings at the level of the wireless sensor node itself if a native 

capture program is implemented at the camera sensor node. I created a native capture 

program in the C language that fulfills the name-based segmentation requirements of 

WVSNP-DASH.  I present this program with intent to measure its power consumption on 

a hardware test-bed in future. To my knowledge, this is the first program to generate 

WVSNP-DASH playable video segments. The results show that our program could be 

utilized by WVSNP-DASH, but there are issues with the efficiency, so provided are an 

additional outline for further improvements. 
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CHAPTER 1  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Motivation 

 

As an ever-growing popular topic, wireless sensor networks have become an 

integral part of society with the development and implementation of the Internet of Things 

(IoT). These networks are expected to regularly gather and send desired information from 

a variety of sensors. In addition, they must do so while also efficiently utilizing power and 

memory of the sensors, as well as delivering the information in a timely and reliable 

manner. The data collected can is then utilized for a variety of applications [3], [4], [5], [6], 

[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. Certainly, with the rising demand for reliable video 

streaming for purposes such a surveillance, there is a clear demand to establish a reliable 

low-power network running in real-time [14]. 

 In particular, the need for low power usage stems from the condition of the sensors. 

Often, these sensors are placed in remote environments far from the recipient of the data. 

These sensors are limited by hardware constraints and limited resource access such as a 

reliable power supply. Often, these sensors work on a limited battery and are only capable 

of a certain level of computing power [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. The limited 

computing and storage resources of typical wireless sensor nodes [21], [22], [23] have 

spurred the developed of specialized video coding mechanisms, e.g., [24], [25], [26], [27], 

[28], [29], [30]. 

Furthermore, it can be inefficient, inconvenient, or even dangerous to manually 

replace such power supplies too often. Improving the hardware itself can have 
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improvements, but they are often limited. Frequently replacing an old sensor with a newer 

one with a more efficient processor, for example, is an inefficient and costly solution. It 

would not compensate greatly for inefficient, poorly-designed networks or software. 

Hardware can only make up for poorly implemented software or inefficiently designed 

networks to a limited degree, so many developers choose to improve software as a more 

cost-effective measure. Or they prefer to look at the overall design. It is far better to 

improve the overall network design and framework to improve the lifespan of sensors, 

while understanding the trade-offs between extending lifespan and meeting the desired 

application requirements [19]. 

1.2 Previous Work 

 

Seema et. al. [1] looked to improve video-streaming from these sensor nodes under 

such power constraints. Their approach uses the Wireless Video Sensor Network Platform 

compatible Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (WVSNP-DASH) framework to 

capture and send name-based, video segments [2]. This framework takes a streamlined 

approach to conventional streaming frameworks such as Moving Picture Experts Group - 

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH or MPEG-DASH) [31], [32]. WVSNP-

DASH utilizes a “segment naming syntax,” which simply means the metadata is in the 

name of the video segment itself, to remove the need to depend on an external manifest 

file, as current models do [1]. Simply put, these segments can be hosted on a server and 

based on their names the WVSNP-DASH Player (WDP) can fetch them in the correct 

order. Because each of these segments contains the basic metadata (such as the quality or 

order in the sequence) in the name, each segment is essentially a self-contained video file 

that may be played independently from other files. These segments are labelled by their 
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sequence number, the playback mode (whether LIVE or Video on Demand (VOD)), the 

total number of segments in the sequence, and the video container format [2].  

For their contribution, Seema et al. [1] were able to establish a benchmark for 

measuring power consumption at a wireless sensor node when using manifest file 

dependent streaming (like HLS) vs. segmented name based streaming (like WVSNP-

DASH). First, they provide a power profile of both frameworks WVSNP-DASH and HLS. 

The power profile includes the power consumed for all the typical steps of retrieving video 

over the internet after a request has been made for the video: capturing the video segments, 

storing them, transmitting them over the wireless network, and playing back the video 

segments using the player open on the system of the individual who requested the video. 

They then provide extensively-detailed measurements of the current draw at the wireless 

sensor node for both streaming frameworks.  

They next profile design choices that could further influence power consumption. 

For example, there was consideration for the choice in video library: FFmpeg [33] vs. 

GStreamer [34]. They also looked at data movement over a USB vs. a Camera Serial 

Interface (CSI). And finally, they looked at the power profile when using hardware 

acceleration versus running the software only when encoding. 

In their experiment, they profiled the power consumption of the name-based 

WVSNP-DASH format against Apple’s manifest-file dependent HTTP Live Streaming 

(HLS) format. Their power measurement setup included several components. First, a 

remote client was setup that hosts the video playback that sends the request for the video. 

The client used the WVSNP-DASH Player (WDP) [2] and HLS was streamed using 

JWPlayer 6 with HLS-supported plug-in, with version 32 of Google Chrome serving as the 
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web browser [1]. Next, the wireless sensor node was constructed using a NXP i.MX6 ARM 

Cortex-A9, 1.2 GHz Quad core 2 GB node development board and had attached to it both 

a USB webcam and a CSI attached Wandcam [35]. Hosting on a local server, 

measurements were taken both over WiFi and over Ethernet. A current clamp was used to 

measure the current draw in milliamperes (mA) and voltage (V) was measured in volts 

using an oscilloscope [1]. It is important to understand the setup done in their work as in 

Chapter 5 we will discuss how we intend to very closely recreate the experiment using our 

own contribution. 

The results of the experiment showed that when comparing WVSNP-DASH and 

HLS for miniaturized wireless sensor nodes, WVSNP-DASH generally performed with 

greater reduced power consumption over HLS. However, it was noted that there was the 

potential for additional power saving should a local program be implemented, as their 

experiment relied on an inefficient script [1]. This Linux script would simply repeatedly 

open and close the open source video library FFmpeg, which was used to run the video 

capture, and saves each segment in the WVSNP-DASH format. This opening and closing 

of the program led to unnecessary power loss that could be saved if FFmpeg was only 

invoked once, segments are encoded, then have ffmpeg close once the video segments are 

collected. The primary conclusion to take away from their work is that if a native capture 

program were utilized instead of the inefficient script used in their work, the power saving 

between WVSNP-DASH and HLS would be even greater, as WVSNP-DASH has already 

shown to have a reduced power consumption. [1] For our own contribution, we intend to 

provide a native capture program to recreate this experiment. 
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1.3 Contribution 

 

The primary contribution of this work is to provide and outline the means to further 

improve upon the work done by Seema et. al., as there were several limitations in their 

experimental setup [1].  

In our work, we implement a modular standalone C application to capture LIVE 

video that is WVSNP-DASH compatible, based on the need stated in Chapter 1.2 [1]. Our 

native capture program utilizes the open source FFmpeg library tools, which provide the 

necessary support for capturing and encoding the video [33].  Once the program was 

written to suit our needs, we analyzed the efficiency of the video capture between our native 

capture program and the script. This is further explained in Chapter 4.1. In addition, we 

measured the memory usage and time-lapse, as both are additionally good indicators of a 

program’s efficiency. We chose to look at the efficiency of just the program and the script 

themselves, not utilizing any framework, to ensure our program was suitably optimized 

before recreating the previous experiment [1]. Our method and results are discussed in 

Chapter 3. To the author’s knowledge, there does not exist a program like this so there is 

no means of comparison. Thus, we needed to make our own goals for the program and 

establish a rigorous, consistent test to show enough improvement to allow the program to 

move onto the next phase of testing. While we have optimized our program to testing 

capacity, we also acknowledge that further optimization is possible. Due to time 

constraints, we were only able to achieve a certain level of utility from the program, so we 

will outline how to improve the program’s efficiency. The detailed description of our 

program and suggestions for further optimization are included in Chapter 4. 
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Afterward, we outline the future work to be done with the native capture program 

and we provide the experimental setup to test our native capture program against HLS and 

the previous script over WVSNP-DASH similar to the previous work [1]. We outline in 

Chapter 5 our suggestion for the experimental setup to be conducted on similar hardware. 

For future testing, we have already taken the liberty of setting up the WDP and two 

additional players, including HLS, so that we may soon begin the hardware-based 

measurement. Details of how to conduct offline setup of these players are also included in 

Chapter 5.  

 To summarize, the rest of this paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides the 

background information of video streaming and power profiling. Chapter 3 provides the 

methodology of the power profiling, the measurements collected, and a discussion of the 

results. Chapter 4 provides a more detailed explanation of our native capture program and 

suggestions for further optimization based on our findings. Chapter 5 outlines the future 

work to be done, and outlines how to recreate the experiment of the previous work. Finally, 

we include references and our native capture program in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER 2  

 

BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 Video Streaming Using DASH 

 

 The Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG), a primary authority for video and 

audio quality standards, released the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) 

technique with the intention to provide quality video streaming frameworks alongside the 

rise in the usage of smartphones and other multimedia devices [36]. The intention was to 

replace the outdated mindset of the Real-Time Transfer Protocol (RTP), as Sodagar [31] 

shows several flaws to the system. While RTP worked fine in small, managed network 

settings, relied too heavily on session-management to deliver audio and video. It also would 

be regularly be locked by firewalls, something that is not an issue with HTTP. Furthermore, 

Sodagar points out that managed networks are on their way out as content delivery 

networks (CDN), which often do not have RTP-support, are becoming the norm. CDN’s 

are essentially a decentralized network prioritizing high-quality content delivery. The 

infrastructure of the internet has been made to well support HTTP and this approach to 

content delivery [31]. 

The reason for streaming to develop in this direction is that with video streaming 

being some of the most common content delivered through a network, it is critical to be 

able to do so reliably. Adaptive streaming is more suited to the dynamic nature of IP 

networks compared to streaming platforms before it, as a high amount of bandwidth is 

required for higher quality audio and video streams, but such bandwidth is not always 

available [37]. Ideally, we want to prioritize having a reliable stream, so if the network is 

less reliable, and high bandwidth is not guaranteed, we want to see our network 
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dynamically adapt by lowering the video or audio quality to maintain the overall Quality 

of Experience (QoE).  

 DASH streaming has two components. The first is a manifest file that contains all 

the relevant metadata for the client to be able to fetch and play segments in the correct 

sequence. The second part are media segments that determine the format of the content into 

such formats as the MP4 format [37]. MPEG-DASH and HLS are both streaming formats 

based on the DASH standard. Both utilized a manifest file, although each use their own 

format of manifest file and segment formats. This means that hypothetically, for two 

devices to share content with each other, one device must support the other’s client protocol 

[31]. Both formats work by taking some multimedia content, then encoding it, and then 

dividing it into multiple segments.  The first segment is usually the initialization segment, 

which contains the required information to initialize the DASH client’s media decoder [31]. 

This is the most important segment as the entire stream of segments will not function 

properly if this initialization segment is not processed. The DASH client then uses the 

information to request the segments. For live streaming, DASH has been found to have 

issues with end-to-end delay, in that, there is always a certain degree of waiting for the next 

segment [37].  

 HLS is the DASH standard developed by Apple. It is similar to the MPEG-DASH 

standard, as stated above, but it utilizes its own manifest file format and media segment 

extension formats. In contrast, MPEG-DASH is codec-agnostic. Being agnostic, this 

standard can support any codec format used by the encoded content, and can support said 

content whether it is multiplexed or unmultiplexed encoded content [31]. This makes 

MPEG-DASH more flexible compared to the HLS standard. For example, MPEG-DASH 
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does not require a browser to directly support DASH in the video element. HLS on the 

other hand, requires that browsers using the standard to be written in such a way to properly 

support its manifest files [2]. However, because both utilizes a manifest file for the 

metadata and an initialization segment to begin the stream, this makes the segments heavily 

dependent on each other. During video playback, these dependencies and generation tools 

must be maintained by the video server and the client. HLS was also the standard compared 

against WVSNP-DASH in the work by Seema et al. [1], and will primarily be the focus of 

our work. Apple HLS is an established, commercial product, and the goal of their work 

and our own is to see if WVSNP-DASH can outperform HLS. 

 

2.2 WVSNP-DASH 

 

 Seema et al. [1], [2] have developed a solution to address the issue of previous 

adaptive segmented video streaming frameworks, especially when streaming from small, 

wireless, multimedia sensor nodes. Rather than having segmented video with dependencies 

held by a manifest file, this unique approach suggests that each video segment be 

independently playable by having the essential metadata held within its name. While this 

requires that the files adhere to a rigid name syntax, shown below, it essentially removes 

the need for a manifest file, or initialization in order to retrieve and playback the desired 

segmented video from the sensor network.  

The naming syntax was inspired by the Backus-Naur Form: <filename>-

<maxpresentation>-<presentation>-<mode>-<maxindex>-<index>.<ext> -- where 

<filename> is the stream’s unique identifier, <maxpresentation> is an integer value of the 

maximum possible stream quality, <presentation> in contrast is the actual stream quality 
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value (with 0 being the lowest quality possible), <mode> simply determines if the stream 

is live playback (LIVE) or video on demand (VoD), <maxindex> indicates the number of 

segments total request, <index> indicates a  segment’s position in the sequence from 1 to 

the <maxindex>, and <ext> is the video container format (e.g. .mp4) [2], [38]. In our 

program, we followed this guideline when generating the filenames of the video segments 

in order to make the native capture program adhere to the rigid naming format. This 

information is sufficient to remove the need for a manifest file [2]. This removes the need 

to have the playback conducted in the right order as MPEG-DASH and HLS require.  

WVSNP-DASH solves a continually growing issue of meeting modern demand for 

high quality video. Video streams are some of the most commonly shared and distributed 

content on the internet. There’s a particular demand for high-quality, reliable streams of 

VoD and LIVE video. To prevent congestion from a large video file size, the most video 

nowadays are segmented over the Internet Protocol (IP) communication network. This 

allows for adaptive streaming of the video quality and bitrate between segments. This 

adaptability makes it possible to maximize the performance of video streaming given 

certain conditions or trade-offs [39], [40].  

 Currently, the majority of modern web browsers support video playback under 

HTML5 [37], [41], [42], [43]. While HTML5 allows for an easy implementation of video 

players by use of the video tag, the challenge comes from the diverse formats and 

requirements of different media formats, often times requiring workarounds to properly 

play. Furthermore, if the bitrate or the quality is changed, it can require re-downloading 

the entire video file again [2]. WVSNP-DASH utilizes its own player, the WDP, for 

streaming video with the HTML5 element. The player follows the specification for DASH. 
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WDP is similar to MPEG-DASH in that both do not require a browser to directly support 

DASH like HLS does. However, WDP does not require a server to format the multimedia 

data [2]. Beyond TCP/IP networks, WVSNP-DASH also supports non-traditional protocol 

networks such as Zigbee, which are not supported by existing DASH players [2]. There is 

also an additional benefit from name-based video segmentation in regards to backwards-

compatibility. The flexibility of WDP comes from the fact that it is essentially container 

agnostic. Therefore, because WVSNP-DASH, like MPEG-DASH, is codec agnostic, will 

work with most web browsers (e.g., Chrome, Windows Internet Explorer, Firefox), support 

HTML5, and work with non-TCP/IP networks, WVSNP-DASH is a solid choice for 

interfacing with wireless sensor networks that conduct video capture because of it does not 

require any redesign of video containers or file formats [2]. 

 WVSNP-DASH still needs to be improved in a few key areas. Currently, the most 

recent measurements of the performance of WVSNP-DASH were not measured to reflect 

the nature of dynamic streaming. We would expect bitrates, the pixel format, or frame rates 

to fluctuate due to the nature of wireless networks and video playback. In the work 

conducted by Seema et al., [1] all three variables were measured as preset constants. While 

the WDP can switch between both BIG and SMALL in real time to provide a degree of 

dynamic adaptability, this method is rather limited. In our own program, these three 

variables are also fixed so that our program could be used to recreate the same test 

procedure. In future, this will need to be taken into account. 

2.3 Power Testing 

 

IoT networks often utilize miniature devices such as wireless video sensors. There 

is an ever-growing urgency to look at the power consumption of these hardware-limited 
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devices, as these devices have continually developed more complex and more ubiquitous 

multimedia applications [13], [44], [45], [46]. These more complex devices require careful 

understanding of how power is managed. Many times, devices such as wireless sensors are 

placed in remote areas, and likely depend on battery power. Sensors in these conditions 

have to settle for certain tradeoffs. In regards to size, the devices must be self-contained 

and self-reliant, containing the necessary sensors, power source, and CPU. But they must 

do so while also being as small as possible for convenience. These devices must also have 

the CPU power for their desired tasks, while also taking into account power efficiency, as 

they will likely run on a battery. Ideally, these sensor devices would balance the need to 

maximize efficiency and minimize power consumption, while also meeting desired 

performance goals set by the developer. 

 For sensor network design, power supply and consumption are arguably the most 

important factor to consider. There have been several studies that show how power affects 

the operation of a sensor network [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], 

[57]. There have only been a few studies to focus on the power consumption at the sensor 

node level [58], [59], [60]. These can be the most important as these nodes can have the 

most limited resources. In this paper, we are interested on understanding and measuring 

the power consumption between a name-based video segmentation stream [1] and the 

current manifest-based video segmentation stream method, as there is evidence that the 

former can save power in wireless sensor networks. 

For our native capture program, we wanted to make sure that it was suitably 

optimized to participate in the previous experiment [1].  To do so, we conducted software-

based testing to measure improvements on power consumption. Our goal was to properly 
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optimize the native capture program that there will be considerable improvements when 

the previous experiment is recreated. We believed that both the script and our native 

capture program ought to be tested in an isolated environment to better understand the 

contribution to the power consumption of both pieces of software. We determined that 

software testing would be best suited for our purpose as changes can be made quickly to 

the program and then observed on the computer. 

With that goal in mind, we studied how to best conduct software-based power 

testing. We were interested in studying a software’s power draw, which can be measured 

in Watts, or the product of a voltage V in volts and a current I in amperes. We analyze 

power over a time t in seconds. There are several existing tools such as the Linux tools 

PowerTop [1] and powerstat [61]. Powerstat is the software we chose to use in our power 

measurements and is further discussed in Chapter 3. There are also process-specific 

measurement software libraries, such as PowerAPI and kernel-specific libraries such as 

powerscripts and powerman [1]. Software-based testing such as this can help establish a 

general trend or provide a quick means to determine if any improvements to software result 

in improved power efficiency. It also has the benefit of quick and easy implementation, as 

it allows our team to make quick changes to the native capture program and then shortly 

test the performance after.  However, it is worth noting that running any additional 

software, ironically including measurement software, affects the measurement of power 

consumption, as the measurement software also requires power itself. Specifically in-

system methods of testing affect the device under test (DUT) because they require power 

to function [1]. Limitations to of our work will be further explored in subsequent chapters. 
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 As useful as software-based testing is, we can further get better results through 

hardware testing. Testing with hardware allows the power measurement devices to be 

separate from the device being tested and isolates the system for a better, more accurate 

measurement. There are several different approaches for to measuring the energy 

consumption of wireless devices [1]. Of the different methods, the one of particular interest 

is the inductor method, popularly used for heavy engineering tools, as it was used in 

previous work [1]. Essentially, current is measured by sampling the voltage at the clamp 

inductor by the electric field from the wire that supplies the load current. While this method 

allows for high sampling rates, it also requires frequent recalibration [1]. 

 The power measurement setup shown in previous work [1] follows the inductor 

power measurement method, and it will be the setup of future testing with our own native 

capture program. Figure 2.1 below shows the setup we will intend to recreate in future 

work. To follow previous work, the following setup will be created. The board used would 

be a NXP i.MX6 ARM Cortex-A9, 1.2 GHz Quad core, 2 GB node development board, or 

a very similar board. To measure the current, we would use a 10 μA resolution current 

clamp attached to the power wire of the board. A digital oscilloscope with 100 MHz 

bandwidth, a sampling rate of 1 gigasamples/s, and 12-bit enhanced resolution would be 

attached to the 5V jack on the board to measure voltage. While alternatives exist such as  
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Figure 2.1: Hardware-based Power Measurement Setup [1]  

 

using a plug-in power meter, we will need to recreate the experiment as closely as possible, 

with the goal of recreating similar current values. Doing so means we can safely test our 

native capture program with WVSNP-DASH playback to see if we  

have successfully saved power. Further detail of the experimental setup that we will 

conduct as future work is included in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3 

 

IMPROVEMENT ON POWER 

 

3.1 Method 

 

 We addressed the concerns raised by Seema et al. [1] about their means of 

measuring the power profile of WVSNP-DASH for miniature wireless multimedia sensor 

nodes. Their work draws the conclusion that WVSNP-DASH does reduce power 

consumption on the sensor node for video capture and LIVE streaming compared to the 

HLS framework. However, the experimental setup for WVSNP-DASH utilized a power-

inefficient script that crudely opened and closed the video capture program, instead of a 

more optimized method. They suggested a native capture program be installed on the 

camera node itself to further the potential power savings [1]. The contribution of this paper 

was to create that native application mentioned [1] and run preliminary testing regarding 

its power savings. Then, we present our findings, discuss the implications, and draft an 

outline for future testing. 

 We began by writing a native video capture program using the C language. This 

program simply takes in several values: name, video length, number of segments, and 

whether the video is BIG or SMALL (as defined in previous work [1]). We also ensure that 

the output files are in the WVSNP-DASH format, [2] to ensure they can be read by the 

WVSNP-DASH player (WDP). Our main limitation is a set time-constraint, but regardless 

we have optimized the code to the best of our ability. Chapter 3.1 will discuss the 

performance of the program. Further details of the program are discussed in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 will discuss the need to optimize the program further. 
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 After the program was written, the next step was to establish what factors to 

measure to determine the efficiency. We compared the performance of our local application 

to the performance of the script by looking at three key factors: speed, memory usage, and 

power consumption. All three tests were conducted with laptop testing using Linux-based 

software to establish a general trend. By establishing this general trend, we establish a 

benchmark to see if more accurate means of measurement will follow the trend. Next, we 

analyze the results, suggest techniques for further optimization, and outline how to utilize 

hardware for more accurate measurements that not only take into account the running 

process, but also the startup of the device. 

 For on-laptop testing, we used the following. The laptop used was a Sager CLEVO 

P151EMx. The 2.40 GHz CPU was an Intel(R) Core™ i7-3630QM and has 16 GB of RAM. 

Video capture was done by the internal webcam of the laptop itself. The laptop utilizes a 

NB Pro BisonCam. As for the operating system, we used Ubuntu version 16.04.3 LTS. For 

the video library, we used FFmpeg version N-89665-gbddf31b. For our measurements, we 

want the run the script against the native program for 10 minutes. This ensured stable 

results free from random power spikes or dips. We also ran measurement software in “idle 

mode,” where only minimal operations were running to establish a baseline. To better 

understand the change in power, we ran the measurement software one minute prior and 

one minute after running the program or script to show that the system started and finished 

in the “idle mode” state. We acknowledge that the measurements will be influenced by 

other operations on the laptop. To minimize their effects, precautions were taken to 

minimize unnecessary power consumption. First, all networking such as WiFi and 

Bluetooth were disabled. Any external devices were removed. The laptop brightness was 
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reduced to its minimum value. Powerstat was found to be sensitive enough to show mouse 

and cursor movement, so the laptop was left alone for the duration of testing. And all 

measurements were done without the laptop being attached to its charger to ensure that the 

power draw measurements were more accurate. Charging the laptop while measuring 

power draw can affect the values. Finally, no other programs were running in the 

background. The only two programs running were the measurement software and either 

the native program or the script. 

For power consumption, powerstat [24] was used to create a general trend of power 

drawn in Watts/s. This Linux tool has been used before [62], [63], [64], [65] to measure 

the efficiency of wireless sensor nodes, so we felt that the tool would be useful for 

establishing a general trend. This software tool measures the status of the computer based 

on a set time interval and the number of samples. The software is even sensitive enough to 

detect even small movements of the mouse cursor or clicking the left mouse button. The 

program has additional features beyond power measurements such as time, CPU usage, 

number or currently running processes, temperature, and more. While previous work [1] 

measured the results in terms of current in milliamperes, we believe that measuring in watts 

should be sufficient as both are directly correlated to power consumption. Our results 

cannot be directly applied to the measurements from the previous work, but if we are able 

to show a significant reduction in power between the native capture program and the script, 

then this should be sufficient evidence that the native capture program is appropriate for 

testing using the hardware test-bed setup from before [1]. 

For our testing, we set the time interval to 0.5 seconds and the number of samples 

to 1440, which amounts to 12 minutes of sampling. As mentioned above, powerstat was 
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run for one minute to establish a baseline, then the software was run for ten minutes, then 

the measurement continued for one minute after to ensure that the system returned to the 

“idle mode.” For data collection, we ran 3 runs for each video size and bitrate (BIG and 

SMALL) and for 3 different time intervals (2 seconds, 5 seconds, and 10 seconds). BIG 

and SMALL were defined on previous work [1]. BIG video was defined as 500 

kilobytes/second with a 640 x 360 pixel resolution and 25 frames/second. SMALL video 

was defined as 150 kilobytes/second with a 320 x 180 pixel resolution and 15 

frames/second. These 3 runs per video size per time length, were conducted twice to ensure 

consistent values. This testing was done for both the native capture program and the script. 

To establish a baseline, 3 runs of “idle mode” were run to establish a baseline for each run, 

making 6 total measurements, or the equivalent of running each case for an hour. To 

determine the statistical significance of our data and to reject the null hypothesis, a t-test 

was also run for each case to compare the values of the script and the native capture 

program. This was done to reinforce the consistency of the powerstat measurements. 

Chapter 3.2 shows the measurements from our runs. The results of the power measurements 

are in Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1. Chapter 3.3 discusses the results. 

  Powerstat also showed the CPU usage in percentage, which we used to determine 

general CPU usage. The tool has a variable called User that shows the power consumption 

of programs initiated by the user [24]. The measurement was done simultaneously to the 

power draw measurement, so in a similar fashion, the program is idle for one minute before 

and after its ten minute run, and the results are posted in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2. Finally, 

we used the simple Linux tool time to show the time lapse of running the program. It is low 

power and could be run simultaneously with the program itself to ensure accuracy over a 
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more crude method such as a stopwatch. We ran 6 captures of a single segment to obtain 

the average time to capture a single segment in seconds. We found that the standard 

deviation of time lapse was very low, so we felt that 6 runs for each condition was 

significant. The results are displayed in Table 3.3. 

3.2 Measurement 

 

 Figure 3.2 depicts the resulting power consumption over time of a typical run. 

Initially, there is a one minute idle period and after ten minutes, we allowed the program 

to return to the idle state. The results is a square-wave-like shape to show the power 

consumption. The idle state graph below shows the minimal power consumption when all 

unnecessary programs are disabled. The program and script are shown as two lines. They 

account for both sizes and all three video lengths. For all tables, we only took the average 

and standard deviation of the system when the program was running. We did not include 

the idle states as they would have falsely reduced the averages and increased the standard 

deviation. We also conducted a t-test between the power values of the script and the 

program to determine the statistical significance of our findings. The p values of each run 

are shown below in each Table. Averages, standard deviation (SD), and p values of each 

tested case are displayed in Table 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows the plotted power draw in Watts 

over time. 
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Table 3.1: Average Power Draw 

 

 

 Figure 3,2 shows the CPU percent usage. The powerstat tool variable called User 

shows the power consumption of programs initiated by the user. Reducing the amount of 

running programs allows us to determine the general CPU percentage of just the running 

program. When measuring the idle state, this value is zero. Averages and standard 

deviations are shown in Table 3.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Size 
Time 

(s) 

Program 

(Watts) 

Program 

SD 

Script 

(Watts) 

Script 

SD 
P Value 

Idle 

(Watts) 
Idle SD 

BIG 

2 6.77 1.72 8.13 1.11 p < 0.0001 3.93 0.29 

5 7.19 1.80 6.94 1.12 p < 0.0001 3.98 0.33 

10 7.68 1.06 6.85 1.14 p < 0.0001 3.98 0.33 

 

SMALL 

2 5.98 0.57 7.11 0.83 p < 0.0001 3.96 0.32 

5 6.03 0.69 6.53 0.87 p < 0.0001 3.95 0.34 

10 6.12 0.47 6.86 1.12 p < 0.0001 3.92 0.29 
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Table 3.2: Average CPU % 

 

Size Time 

(s) 

Program 

(%) 

Program 

SD 

Script 

(%) 

Script 

SD 

P Value Idle (%) Idle SD 

 

BIG 

2 2.83 1.34 2.24 0.90 p < 0.0001 0.21 0.08 

5 2.67 1.10 2.64 0.82 0.028 0.22 0.11 

10 2.56 0.74 2.52 0.86 0.004 0.22 0.11 

 

SMALL 

2 1.97 0.41 1.61 0.62 p < 0.0001 0.21 0.14 

5 1.97 0.46 2.46 0.83 p < 0.0001 0.25 0.11 

10 1.91 0.47 2.46 0.71 p < 0.0001 0.20 0.07 

 

 Time lapses of the program were displayed below. The time shown depicts the time 

taken to record a single time segment of length 2 seconds, 5 seconds, or 10 seconds. Due 

to the time issue of the native capture program, we reported the average runtimes for 

different times. Below, Table 3.3 shows the runtimes. 
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Table 3.3: Average Time Lapse  

 

Size Time Program (s) Program SD Script 

(s) 

Script SD 

 

BIG 

2 7.23 0.055 2.22 0.11 

5 17.20 0.015 5.29 0.06 

10 33.90 0.007 10.24 0.18 

 

SMALL 

2 4.34 0.003 2.09 0.12 

5 10.36 0.035 5.11 0.09 

10 20.37 0.006 10.24 0.12 
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(a) 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Figure 3.2: Plotted Power Draw Over Time For Each Resolution And Video Segment 

Length (Continued on Next Page) 
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(d) 

 
(e) 

 
(f) 

Figure 3.2: Plotted Power Draw Over Time For Each Resolution And Video Segment 

Length 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3.3: Plotted CPU Usage in Percent Over Time (Continued on Next Page) 
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(d) 

 

(e) 

(f) 

 

Figure 3.3: Plotted CPU Usage in Percent Over Time 
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3.3 Result 

 

 Looking at Table 1, we see that SMALL video saves considerable power over the 

script on average, especially when recording 2 second segments. For BIG video, there was 

only savings when recording 2 second video. We double-checked BIG 5 and 10 second 

segments (Figure 3.1 (d), (f)) with an additional run another time to make sure the result 

was consistent. Unfortunately, we found that these two conditions still performed the worst. 

We believe this is due to a power spike at the end of each iteration of the loop. Because our 

program follows the similar open and close method of the script, unnecessary power usage 

occurs as FFmpeg is closed and initialized again in the next iteration. It is also likely that 

BIG video uses more power than SMALL video due to the higher pixel resolution, frame 

rate, and bit rate. Looking at the graphs, we see that there are times when the native capture 

program uses less power than the script. The problem comes when opening and closing, 

where a spike in power increases the overall average power consumption. Future work will 

need to look at how to reduce power spikes. We also suggest using additional software-

based power measurements tools mentioned before [1] to double-check our results. 

 In regards to CPU percentage, both utilize a similar percentage of the CPU. The 

native capture program was shown to not cause a spike in CPU usage to the same severity 

as the script, which is a novel improvement. Once again, SMALL video was shown to be 

generally more efficient. For future work, we suggest utilizing additional software-based 

testing means mentioned before [1] to see how much of the CPU processor is used and how 

much saving is possible there. Both power and CPU of the script vs. the native capture 
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program were found to have p < 0.05, in other words, we found the results to be statistically 

significant. 

 Time lapse was the greatest issue. Per segment, our native capture program takes 

twice as long or more as the video length to record. Again, BIG video and longer segments 

perform worse. There is certainly room for this to be optimized. The program is stable, and 

consistently performs at the rates in Table 3.3, meaning that the issue is inefficiency in the 

programming logic. The opening and closing of the software seems to slow down the 

progress of the video considerably. Yet, playing the segments afterwards shows that they 

are not affected by the slow recording time. Furthermore, the program shows the elapsed 

time of recording, which prints at a slower rate than real-time, suggesting the program is 

rather sluggish. We suggest implementing multithreading to have FFmpeg invoked only 

once, have the segments generated, and then have FFmpeg closed. In Chapter 4 and 5, we 

suggest how to further improve the program to get better power consumption, memory 

usage, and elapsed time per segment. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

NATIVE CAPTURE PROGRAM 

 

4.1 How it Works 

 

 Before writing the program, several steps were taken to ensure that the program 

would function properly. First, the latest version of Ubuntu, in our case version 16.04.3 

LTS, was installed. Once the operating system was updated, the latest version of FFmpeg 

was installed. It is important to remember where the various libraries are installed as a path 

must be configured to this location to ensure that the program functions work properly. As 

an open-source library, there are multiple helpful tutorials to help understand basic 

functions of FFmpeg. FFmpeg can be run as a program in the terminal to conduct a variety 

of video and audio tasks. The script, for example, runs FFmpeg to conduct LIVE video 

capture. For creating projects in C to call on the FFmpeg libraries, one simply needs to 

include the libraries at the start of the program as header files. For good examples, locate 

the “examples” folder inside the FFmpeg folder, as the folder contains multiple example C 

programs to be used as reference. These range from video to audio encoding and decoding 

examples and include makefiles and directions.  

Next we looked at installing the WVSNP-DASH player and its local server. This 

folder was provided by the lab of Professor Martin Reisslein at Arizona State University 

(ASU). Included in the folder are directions to install and operate the WDP, with sample 

video for playback. Due to time constraints, we were not able to properly conduct LIVE 

video playback over the WDP using our native capture program, but we intend to do so in 

the future. To conduct LIVE video playback, we would simply run the local host server 

included in the WVSNP-DASH folder, open the WDP, and enter the video path to be where 
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the video files are generated. We would run our native capture program. Because our 

program utilizes name-based segmented video streaming, the player should be able to begin 

pulling the segments in the correct order based on name. 

The native capture program is a C application that utilizes the FFmpeg library for 

segmented video capture. There are 4 inputs that are required. A sample command-line 

input would typically look like the following: ./capture --out_fname output.mp4 --vlen 10 

-- seg 60 --size SMALL. Going through the command-line, --out_fname takes in a “.mp4” 

output name. The file extension must be included. This name will be changed to reflect the 

WVSNP-DASH format. [2] For example, the example shown above will yield the output: 

output-1-0-LIVE-60-1.mp4, where the filename includes the output name, size, live video, 

number of segments, and the number of the video file in the sequence (which will gradually 

increase from 1 to 60 with each subsequent capture).To further accommodate the WVSNP-

DASH format, we allowed for two resolutions: BIG and SMALL [1]. These are preset 

bitrates, pixel resolutions, and framerates defined in Chapter 3, that show in the video name 

as “1-1” for BIG and “1-0” for SMALL. FFprobe was used to double-check that the 

resolutions, bitrates, and framerates were correctly set [23]. 

 As stated above, the program utilizes the FFmpeg library for capture and 

transcoding. This software is highly efficient for encoding and decoding video, and is 

already used in commercial software like HLS. The previous method for invoking FFmpeg 

for live capture utilized a script that would open and close ffmpeg. This method is relatively 

inefficient as additional power was used to interpret the script, launch ffmpeg, conduct the 

live capture, transcode, and save the files [1]. In contrast, our program aims to invoke 

ffmpeg once and enters a loop to continually run until the appropriate number of video 
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segments have been created. This is a similar approach to HLS, which uses an optimized 

method where FFmpeg need only to be invoked once [1]. 

 Our largest contribution was taking a basic open-source video capture program and 

updating it to work for WVSNP-DASH. The basic video capture program was provided by 

the lab of Professor Martin Reisslein and Adolph Seema at ASU. We had removed all the 

deprecated functions, using only the most recent version of FFmpeg and its libraries. This 

was the largest task we completed, as the program was 3 years out of date in regards to 

FFmpeg. To remove the deprecated functions, we relied heavily on documentation. While 

the examples provided by FFmpeg provided an overall picture of what needed to be 

accomplished, the examples themselves often utilized deprecated functions as well. This 

meant that we needed to rely more on forum discussions and documentation to determine 

how to update the program. One good thing about FFmpeg is when compiling the program, 

the terminal will provide warnings about deprecated functions and often suggest the better 

implementation technique to use. This made narrowing down the issues much simpler. For 

future, installing the latest version of FFmpeg and recompiling the native capture program 

should alert the user if there is a new deprecated function. 

Afterward, we created a for loop based on the number of segments desired by the 

user. The old program was only capable of a single segment capture, so this allowed us to 

create multiple segments. Finally, we adjusted the file-naming system to be compatible 

with WVSNP-DASH. While we acknowledge this is not an optimized technique to use, 

our first goal was to create a WVSNP-DASH compliant program. The result is a program 

that takes in the above mentioned input, then saves the set number of desired live video 

segments. 
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 The program works as follows: once the input is taken in, the loop begins. At each 

iteration, FFmpeg is invoked. First, the audio is read, the appropriate codec is found, and 

then the audio will be decoded and muxed to the video once the video is read in. For now, 

all audio input is set to a default synthetic audio. In future, we will consider other audio 

inputs. Afterwards, we write the filename based on the inputs given. Then, we read in and 

decode the video file and find the appropriate codec for the video. Here, we set the video 

input format to live video from the webcam. Once the video stream is read in and the codec 

is opened, we encode the audio and video, and write to the video frames. At the end of the 

iteration, we close the operations, free the camera, and reset our values. The process starts 

again until the desired number of segmented video files have been created. 

4.2 Suggestions For Further Optimization 

 

At the moment, the program does not support audio. Rather, it plays a default noise 

and muxes with the video. Future work can look into audio support, as the code for it has 

been written, but not fully debugged and implemented. When running the program in the 

command terminal, the audio source is an optional input, such as the following: ./capture 

--in_audio_file sound.mp3. However at the moment, it always returns null, and plays the 

default sound instead as a temporary measure. Future work should look into fixing this 

issue. Doing so would allow a user to include either no sound, the default noise, an audio 

source file, or a microphone recording from the camera node. Considering the IoT 

application of surveillance, being able to collect audio from the camera node and have it 

muxed with the live video capture would allow for improved surveillance. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the time lapse has been a major issue. Ideally, a live 

stream should have a minimal end-to-end delay, but unfortunately, our results in Chapter 
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3 show that the delay is significant. Utilizing a for loop creates a proportionally longer 

runtime as the number of segments increases. There is a brief delay at the end of each 

iteration of the loop that ought to be minimized. In addition, for feedback, the program 

prints the time in seconds of recording, which to the human observer appears to print 

significantly slower than real time, meaning the program itself could be optimized further. 

Another portion of the issue comes from the opening and closing done by the program each 

run. It was found to be necessary to enable and disable the video capture after each loop to 

prevent the camera from getting a “in use” error. However, this means that we are 

fundamentally continuing the same flawed approach done with the script before. While we 

do save power using the native capture instead, further power can be saved by better 

understanding what needs to only be invoked once, and keep it outside the for loop, while 

the for loop creates the sequential segmented live video files. To solve this, we suggest 

looking at multithreading as the solution. The work ought to be divided so that a portion of 

the program in one thread generates the video segments and another thread processes new 

video segment names that are compatible with WVSNP-DASH. Allowing for dynamic 

naming will allow the user to adjust video quality as the segments are generated. For future 

work, we intend to invoke FFmpeg only once, then implemented multithreading where the 

video encoding occurs. This will be further discussed in Chapter 5. We also suggest using 

FFprobe [23] to double-check that the resolutions, bitrates, and framerates were correctly 

set after any major change to the program. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 Overall, we believe our work was a solid attempt to further optimize native video 

capture. CPU percent usage was very similar between both pieces of software, but our 

program did not cause as severe of spikes in CPU usage. This is particularly useful in sensor 

nodes as they are typically hardware-limited. Power consumption was generally lesser, 

with the exception of large power spikes that would increase the average power draw in 

Watts. And finally, time lapse was the largest issue, as it is currently taking much too long 

to record segments of video versus the current method. For all three observations, BIG 

video performed significantly worse than SMALL video, most likely due to the higher 

pixel resolution, bitrate, and framerate. The open and close approach of both our program 

and the script are wholly inefficient. We know it is possible to improve here as HLS itself 

utilizes an efficient ffmpeg method where the video library only needs to be invoked once 

[1]. 

 There were certainly limitations to our work. The largest being time constraints. 

With the limited time we had to optimize the program, we could only test it to a certain 

degree, however we feel that the program could be further improved upon. We outline our 

suggestions in the rest of the paper. The other key limitation is the choice of software-based 

testing. While we were satisfied with the performance of powerstat, we would suggest 

additional software be used to support the general trends shown in our work. For more 

rigorous testing, we suggest using alternative power-measurement software as mentioned 

before, and to utilize the hardware setup shown in Figure 2.1 for a more accurate 

measurement scheme [1]. 
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 We believe the program we have written will be suitable for testing [1] once the 

following conditions are met. First and foremost, the program itself needs to be further 

optimized. We discussed in Chapter 4 how to further optimize the program. The program 

is included in the appendix below as open source software. The main issue is the length of 

time it takes to capture a segment. We suggest implementing multithreading. We would 

not have to change the code too drastically. First, we would take in our inputs, then we 

would invoke FFmpeg only once. The existing for loop would be removed in favor of a 

smaller one that covers the portion of the program that encodes the video, towards the end 

of the main function. Here, a second thread would rename the segment once the previous 

segment is generated. That way, the segments are produced much faster. 

For testing, we suggest additional software-based testing ought to be done both with 

powerstat and additional power-measurement libraries to ensure that the optimized native 

capture program will perform better than the script. For example, we suggest PowerAPI as 

it had significant literature in support of it [1]. This would be done in isolation to ensure 

the program itself is properly efficient. Third, we suggest hosting the WVSNP-DASH 

playback on the testing laptop to measure the power consumption of video playback. This 

would be done by running the video playback over a local server. This will reaffirm that 

the native capture program is suitably optimized for WVSNP-DASH, that is has improved 

performance, and that it is ready for the next phase of testing.   

Finally, we outline our intended future actions. We have already set up HLS player 

to be used for offline purposes, so this phase of testing has some work already done. We 

hope to retest the work of Seema et. al. [1] using our native capture program for WVSNP-

DASH playback against the script and against HLS. This would have us compare WVSNP-
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DASH playback using the native capture program and the script, and compare both results 

to HLS over its own playback service. The same setup as their paper [1] would be 

assembled, and we would instead measure current draw instead of power draw to properly 

see the improvement.  

Once the software is suitably improved, we would then conduct the hardware 

measurement. Following the previous work, we will set up the experiment to look very 

similar to the setup in Figure 2.1 [1]. The main difference is we would use the latest board 

and camera, though they will generally be the same make. Also, instead of an oscilloscope 

or current clamp, we would utilize the Mooshimeter to measure our voltage and current 

[66].  This device is a multimeter that automatically records data over time. Both voltage 

and current can be recorded simultaneously and the results can be projected on a 

smartphone. This eliminates the unnecessary waste of having two multimeter attached, and 

allows us to look at how overall the voltage and current affect the power. Current would 

be measured by attaching one probe at the power wire. Voltage would be measured at the 

5 V jack on the board. Our wireless sensor node would be consist of a NXP Wandboard 

QuadPLUS (i.MX6), a similar board to the one used in the experiment before [1]. We would 

attach its matching antennae, and a 5MP Camera Module. After the board is assembled, 

we would install the FFmpeg library onto the board and our optimized native capture 

program. Then, we would setup the WVSNP-DASH playback. We have already setup the 

WDP and a local server on our testing laptop. The playback can be done over any browser, 

but for our experiment, we would initially choose Google Chrome. Our test video would 

be roughly ten minutes of typical surveillance such as a crosswalk on the ASU campus. 

We would capture 2, 5, 10, and 15 second segment lengths. Our wireless sensor node would 
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host the files to be accessed by the WDP wirelessly over a local server. For measurement, 

we would begin at a time prior to booting, then we would boot up the node. We would then 

leave the node active but not run the program to establish a benchmark for the node in an 

idle state. Then, we would run the program for roughly ten minutes and observe the node 

returning to the idle state afterwards. We expect each step (except the program running 

step) to occur for a minute each. This will ensure that our results are easier to compare. 

Like in the previous experiment, we would focus on milliamperes as our primary 

independent variable while time would be dependent. Because the board will be maintained 

at 5 V, we also consider this variable a constant. The primary 3 comparisons would be 

WVSNP-DASH with the script, WVSNP-DASH with the native capture program, and 

HLS with its player. We could look at the different video sizes (BIG or SMALL), the 

different segment lengths (2, 5, 10, and 15s), and additional variables listed in the previous 

paper [1]. For the different sizes, we would keep it fixed as dynamic streaming would 

prevent us from seeing the general trend. Each capture would be done with 3 runs at two 

separate times, like the software testing in this paper, to establish a general trend and 

minimize variance. What we expect to result from this testing is that WVSNP-DASH with 

our native capture program will draw the smallest current, followed by WVSNP-DASH 

with the script, and finally HLS.  

 Looking at longer-term goals for this project, we suggest further improvements. 

After testing against HLS, we recommend testing with MPEG-DASH as well, as it is a 

commonly used streaming framework, and possibly testing against other competition. For 

the program, we would add audio support as the code has been written but it needs 

debugging. This would allow for true surveillance. Finally, once the code of the native 
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capture program is optimized, we suggest also looking at the alternative video library 

GStreamer [55]. This library was also used by Seema et al. [1] and was shown to have even 

further power savings over FFmpeg. The idea would be to follow the same logic of the 

FFmpeg-based native capture program, but to incorporate the new libraries instead. Then, 

we suggest undergoing the same testing done in this paper in Chapter 3 and the future work 

in Chapter 5 using GStreamer. Due to time-constraints, we were not able to implement a 

second program, but we believe building it would be worth doing. Furthermore, it has been 

stated that WVSNP-DASH is not truly dynamic, as video is set as BIG or SMALL [1], [2]. 

We expect WVSNP-DASH to support more dynamic video streaming in future. When the 

system is able to support more than the two defined video qualities, the native capture 

program will need to be adjusted to consider conditions such as limited bandwidth or power 

saving. Current video frameworks can offer several video qualities or set the value to auto-

quality. We hope to see WVSNP-DASH have the capacity to support true dynamic 

streaming in the future. 

Overall, wireless multimedia sensor networks operate in the wider context of 

access networks, as well as metropolitan area networks that interconnect wireless sensor 

networks with the Internet at large. An important future work direction is to integrate the 

WSNP-DASH paradigm with the networking mechanisms into this wider networking 

context. Generally, there has been recently a trend to control individual network segments 

as well as their internetworking through Software Defined Networking (SDN) [67], [68], 

[69], [70]. SDN can enhance the transmissions in wireless networks towards the wired 

access network segment [71], [72], [73], [74] as well as the management of the wireless 

networks [75], [76], [77]. Similarly, SDN enhances the wired access network segments 
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[78], that connect the wireless sensor networks typically through wired, e.g., cable 

networks [79], [80], [81], [82], [83] or optical fiber networks, e.g., passive optical 

networks [84], [85], [86], [87], [88], to the corresponding metropolitan area networks. 

Low-latency DASH service will require short segments. The power saving mechanisms 

introduced in this thesis should be evaluated for low-latency, short-segment DASH 

versions in future research. A related research direction is to enhance video surveillance 

networks to support low-latency, which has become an important requirement in 

multimedia networking [89], [90], [91], [92], [93], [94]. 
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/* 

 * Copyright (c) 2003 Fabrice Bellard 

 * Copyright (c) 2016 Adolph Seema 

 * Copyright (c) 2018 Zarah Khan 

 * 

 * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy 

 * of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal 

 * in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights 

 * to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell 

 * copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is 

 * furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: 

 * 

 * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in 

 * all copies or substantial portions of the Software. 

 * 

 * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY 

KIND, EXPRESS OR 

 * IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, 

 * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO 

EVENT SHALL 

 * THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, 

DAMAGES OR OTHER 

 * LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR 

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, 

 * OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR 

OTHER DEALINGS IN 

 * THE SOFTWARE. 

 */ 

/** 

 * @file 

 * Derived from libavformat API example that output a media file in any  

 * supported libavformat format. It uses default codecs.  

 * Captures live video and saves it to a file. 

 *  

 */ 

/***********************************************************************

***************/ 

/* ZPlayer2 - an ffmpeg-based codec 

 * By Zarah Khan 

 *  

 * Derived from transcoding.c and output.c. 

 * To compile: 

 * Configure path:  export 

PKG_CONFIG_PATH=$PKG_CONFIG_PATH:"$HOME/ffmpeg_build/lib/pkgconfig" 
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 * Access the folder with the makefile: type "make" 

 * Run the program: ./ZPlayer2 --out_fname tst_out.mp4 --vlen 4 

 */ 

/***********************************************************************

***************/ 

/*libraries*/ 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <getopt.h> 

#include <time.h> 

#include <libavutil/avassert.h> 

#include <libavutil/channel_layout.h> 

#include <libavutil/opt.h> 

#include <libavutil/mathematics.h> 

#include <libavutil/timestamp.h> 

 

#include <libavformat/avformat.h> 

#include <libswscale/swscale.h> 

#include <libswresample/swresample.h> 

#include <libavdevice/avdevice.h> 

/*defintions*/ 

#define STREAM_FRAME_RATE 25   //25 images per second. perhaps up to 30? 

#define STREAM_PIX_FMT    AV_PIX_FMT_YUV420P // default pix_fmt 

#define SCALE_FLAGS SWS_BICUBIC // bicubic scaling algorithm -- maybe change 

to SWS_BILINEAR? SWS_LANCZOS 

//START-------------New Defines------------------------------------------------- 

#define LINUX_LIVE_STREAM   // enables linux live stream 

#define MAX_NAME_LEN 256    // max length of input????? 

typedef struct OutputStream { 

  AVFormatContext * video_fmt_ctx; 

  AVStream *st; 

  AVCodecParameters *str; 

  AVCodecContext * video_st; 

  AVCodecContext * enc;         // maintains the encoding info 

  int64_t next_pts;                                    

  int samples_count;                                       

  AVFrame *frame;                                          

  AVFrame *tmp_frame;                                       

  float t, tincr, tincr2; 

  struct SwsContext *sws_ctx;   // swscontext = compile conersion then send to sws_scale 

  struct SwrContext *swr_ctx;   // handles audio resampling, sample format conversion, 

and mixing 

} OutputStream; 
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typedef enum { 

  AUDIO_SYNTHETIC = 0, 

  AUDIO_FILE      = 1, 

  AUDIO_MIC       = 2, 

  AUDIO_SRC_MAX 

} AudioSrcOption; 

typedef struct InputStream { 

  AVFormatContext * audio_fmt_ctx;    // stores info about the file format 

  AVCodecContext * audio_codec_ctx;   // all the codec info from a stream 

  AVCodec * audio_codec;              // the audio codec 

  AVStream *audio_stream;             // the struct for the stream -- deprecated 

  const char *src_filename;           // input 

  int audio_stream_idx;               // stores the tyoe of audio 0,1,2 

  AVFrame * audio_frame;              //  stores the audio frame 

  AVPacket audio_pkt;                 // The struct in which raw packet data is stored. 

  int audio_frame_count;              // I din't know 

  AudioSrcOption audio_src;           // connects to audio source option 

} InputStream; 

//END---------------New Defines------------------------------------------------- 

//START-------------------------Global variables-------------------------------- 

char prog_name[MAX_NAME_LEN];         // program name is 256 long 

uint32_t video_length = 0; //see command line usage options can be set, I assume 

seconds 

static int dbg_cnt = 0;               // debugging  

uint32_t segment = 0; 

char videosize[MAX_NAME_LEN]; 

// Enable or disable frame reference counting. You are not supposed to support 

// both paths in your application but pick the one most appropriate to your 

// needs. Look for the use of refcount in this example to see what are the 

// differences of API usage between them. */ 

static int refcount = 0; 

//END---------------------------Global variables-------------------------------- 

// The flush packet is a non-NULL packet with size 0 and data NULL 

int decode(AVCodecContext *avctx, AVFrame *frame, int *got_frame, AVPacket *pkt) 

{ 

    int ret; 

    *got_frame = 0; 

    if (pkt) { 

        ret = avcodec_send_packet(avctx, pkt); 

        // In particular, we don't expect AVERROR(EAGAIN), because we read all 

        // decoded frames with avcodec_receive_frame() until done. 

        if (ret < 0) 

            return ret == AVERROR_EOF ? 0 : ret; 

    } 

    ret = avcodec_receive_frame(avctx, frame); 
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    if (ret < 0 && ret != AVERROR(EAGAIN) && ret != AVERROR_EOF) 

        return ret; 

    if (ret >= 0) 

        *got_frame = 1; 

    return 0; 

} 

int encode(AVCodecContext *avctx, AVPacket *pkt, int *got_packet, AVFrame *frame) 

{ 

  int ret; 

  *got_packet = 0; 

  ret = avcodec_send_frame(avctx, frame); 

  if ((ret < 0) && (ret != AVERROR(EAGAIN)) && (ret != AVERROR_EOF)) 

    return ret; 

  ret = avcodec_receive_packet(avctx, pkt); 

  if ((ret >= 0) && (ret != AVERROR(EAGAIN)) && (ret != AVERROR_EOF)){ 

    //printf("Received packet. ret = %d\n", ret); 

    *got_packet = 1; 

  } 

  if (ret == (AVERROR(EAGAIN)) || AVERROR_EOF){ 

    return 0; 

  } 

  return ret; 

} 

static void log_packet(const AVFormatContext *fmt_ctx, const AVPacket *pkt) { 

    AVRational *time_base = &fmt_ctx->streams[pkt->stream_index]->time_base; 

    printf("pts:%s pts_time:%s dts:%s dts_time:%s duration:%s duration_time:%s 

stream_index:%d\n",av_ts2str(pkt->pts),av_ts2timestr(pkt->pts,time_base),av_ts2str(pkt-

>dts),av_ts2timestr(pkt->dts, time_base),av_ts2str(pkt->duration),av_ts2timestr(pkt-

>duration,time_base),pkt->stream_index); 

} //END log_packet(const AVFormatContext *fmt_ctx, const AVPacket *pkt)--------- 

static int write_frame(AVFormatContext *fmt_ctx,const AVRational 

*time_base,AVStream *st,AVPacket *pkt) { 

    //printf("In write_frame();\n"); 

    av_packet_rescale_ts(pkt, *time_base, st->time_base); 

    pkt->stream_index = st->index; 

    log_packet(fmt_ctx, pkt); 

    return av_interleaved_write_frame(fmt_ctx, pkt);  // Write a packet to an output media 

file ensuring correct interleaving.  

} //END write_frame( ... )------------------------------------------------------ 

static void add_stream(OutputStream *ost,AVFormatContext *oc,AVCodec 

**codec,enum AVCodecID codec_id, char * dimension) { 

  AVCodecContext *c;  // add_stream(&out_video_st,oc,&video_codec,fmt-

>video_codec); 

  int ret; 

  unsigned int i = 0; // idk if this matters 
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  *codec = avcodec_find_encoder(codec_id); 

  if (!(*codec)) {  // 

https://libav.org/documentation/doxygen/master/output_8c_source.html#l00417 

      fprintf(stderr, "Could not find encoder for '%s'\n",avcodec_get_name(codec_id)); 

      exit(1); 

  } 

  ost->st = avformat_new_stream(oc, *codec);  // AVStream * avformat_new_stream 

(AVFormatContext *s, const AVCodec *c) 

  if (!ost->st) { 

      fprintf(stderr, "Could not allocate stream\n"); 

      exit(1); 

  } 

  c = avcodec_alloc_context3(*codec); // old way: c = ost->st->codec; 

  if (!c) { 

            printf("Could not alloc an encoding context\n"); 

            av_log(NULL, AV_LOG_ERROR, "Failed to allocate the encoder context for 

stream in add_stream: #%u\n", i); 

            exit(1); 

  } 

  ost->enc = c; 

  ost->st->id = oc->nb_streams-1; 

  ret = avcodec_parameters_to_context(c, ost->st->codecpar);  // sets codec to par 

  if (ret < 0) { 

            av_log(NULL, AV_LOG_ERROR, "Failed to copy decoder parameters to input 

decoder context for stream #%u\n", i); 

            exit(1); 

  } 

  switch ((*codec)->type) { 

    case AVMEDIA_TYPE_AUDIO: 

      //printf("AVMEDIA_TYPE_AUDIO\n"); 

      c->sample_fmt  = (*codec)->sample_fmts ? 

                       (*codec)->sample_fmts[0] : 

                       AV_SAMPLE_FMT_FLTP; 

      c->bit_rate    = 64000; 

      c->sample_rate = 44100;             

      if ((*codec)->supported_samplerates) { 

          c->sample_rate = (*codec)->supported_samplerates[0]; 

          for (i = 0; (*codec)->supported_samplerates[i]; i++) { 

              if ((*codec)->supported_samplerates[i] == 44100) 

                  c->sample_rate = 44100; 

          } 

      } 

      c->channels      = av_get_channel_layout_nb_channels(c->channel_layout); 

      c->channel_layout = AV_CH_LAYOUT_STEREO; 

      if ((*codec)->channel_layouts) { 
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          c->channel_layout = (*codec)->channel_layouts[0]; 

          for (i = 0; (*codec)->channel_layouts[i]; i++) { 

              if ((*codec)->channel_layouts[i] == AV_CH_LAYOUT_STEREO) 

                  c->channel_layout = AV_CH_LAYOUT_STEREO; 

          } 

      } 

      c->channels      = av_get_channel_layout_nb_channels(c->channel_layout); 

      ost->st->time_base = (AVRational){ 1, c->sample_rate }; 

      break; 

    case AVMEDIA_TYPE_VIDEO: 

      //printf("AVMEDIA_TYPE_VIDEO\n"); 

      c->codec_id = codec_id; 

      c->codec_type = AVMEDIA_TYPE_VIDEO; //fixed the codec mismatch problem 

      if (strcmp(dimension,"BIG") == 0) { // 25 frames/s 

        printf("\nBIG video\n"); 

        c->width = 640; 

        c->height = 360; 

        c->bit_rate = 500000; //bits/s 

        c->framerate = (AVRational){25,1};  // from encode_video.c 

        ost->st->time_base = (AVRational){1, 25}; 

        c->gop_size = 50; 

      } 

      else if (strcmp(dimension,"SMALL") == 0) {  // 15 frames/sec 

        printf("\nSMALL video\n"); 

        c->width = 320; 

        c->height = 180; 

        c->bit_rate = 150000; //bits/s 

        c->framerate = (AVRational){15,1}; 

        ost->st->time_base = (AVRational){1, 15}; 

        c->gop_size = 30; 

      } 

      //c->bit_rate = 400000; 

      //c->width    = 352; 

      //c->height   = 288; 

      //ost->st->time_base = (AVRational){1, STREAM_FRAME_RATE}; 

      c->time_base       = ost->st->time_base; 

      //c->gop_size      = 12; 

      c->pix_fmt       = STREAM_PIX_FMT; 

      if (c->codec_id == AV_CODEC_ID_MPEG2VIDEO) { 

          c->max_b_frames = 2; 

      } 

      if (c->codec_id == AV_CODEC_ID_MPEG1VIDEO) { 

          c->mb_decision = 2; 

      } 

      break; 
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    default: 

      break; 

  } 

  if ( oc->oformat->flags & AVFMT_GLOBALHEADER ) { 

    c->flags |= AV_CODEC_FLAG_GLOBAL_HEADER; 

  } 

  ost->enc = c; 

  ret = avcodec_parameters_from_context(ost->st->codecpar,c); 

  if (ret < 0) { 

                av_log(NULL, AV_LOG_ERROR, "Failed to copy encoder parameters to 

output stream\n"); 

                exit(1); 

  } 

} 

static AVFrame *alloc_audio_frame(enum AVSampleFormat sample_fmt,uint64_t 

channel_layout,int sample_rate, int nb_samples) { 

    AVFrame *frame = av_frame_alloc();  // Allocate an AVFrame and set its fields to 

default values. 

    int ret; 

    if (!frame) { 

        fprintf(stderr, "Error allocating an audio frame\n"); 

        exit(1); 

    } 

    frame->format = sample_fmt; 

    frame->channel_layout = channel_layout; 

    frame->sample_rate = sample_rate; 

    frame->nb_samples = nb_samples; 

    if (nb_samples) { 

        if ((ret = av_frame_get_buffer(frame, 0)) < 0) { 

            fprintf(stderr, "Error allocating an audio buffer\n"); 

            exit(1); 

        } 

    } 

    return frame; 

} //END static AVFrame *alloc_audio_frame( ... )-------------------------------- 

static void open_audio(AVFormatContext *oc,AVCodec *codec,OutputStream 

*ost,AVDictionary *opt_arg) { 

  AVCodecContext *c; 

  int nb_samples; 

  int ret; 

  AVDictionary *opt = NULL; 

  c = ost->enc; 

  if (!c) { 

            av_log(NULL, AV_LOG_ERROR, "Failed to allocate the decoder context for 

stream\n"); 
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            exit(1); 

  } 

  ret = avcodec_parameters_to_context(c, ost->st->codecpar); 

  if (ret < 0) { 

            av_log(NULL, AV_LOG_ERROR, "Failed to copy decoder parameters to input 

decoder context for stream\n"); 

            exit(1); 

  } 

  //c = ost->st->codec;                   // deprecated -- c = avcodec_alloc_context3(codec); 

  av_dict_copy(&opt, opt_arg, 0);       // probably don't need to mess here 

  ret = avcodec_open2(c, codec, &opt);  // open the codec 

  av_dict_free(&opt); 

  if (ret < 0) { 

      fprintf( stderr, "Could not open audio codec: %s\n", av_err2str(ret) ); 

      exit(1); 

  } 

  //init signal generator 

  ost->t     = 0; 

  ost->tincr = 2 * M_PI * 110.0 / c->sample_rate; 

  //increment frequency by 110 Hz per second 

  ost->tincr2 = 2 * M_PI * 110.0 / c->sample_rate / c->sample_rate; 

 

  if (c->codec->capabilities & AV_CODEC_CAP_VARIABLE_FRAME_SIZE)  // c-

>capabilities 

      nb_samples = 10000; 

  else 

      nb_samples = c->frame_size; 

  ost->frame     = alloc_audio_frame(c->sample_fmt,c->channel_layout,c-

>sample_rate,nb_samples); 

  ost->tmp_frame = alloc_audio_frame(AV_SAMPLE_FMT_S16,c->channel_layout,c-

>sample_rate,nb_samples); 

  /* copy the stream parameters to the muxer */ 

  ret = avcodec_parameters_from_context(ost->st->codecpar, c); 

  if (ret < 0) { 

    fprintf(stderr, "Could not copy the stream parameters\n"); 

    exit(1); 

  } 

  //create resampler context 

  ost->swr_ctx = swr_alloc(); 

  if (!ost->swr_ctx) { 

      fprintf( stderr, "Could not allocate resampler context\n" ); 

      exit(1); 

  } 

  //set options 

  av_opt_set_int( ost->swr_ctx, "in_channel_count", c->channels, 0); 
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  av_opt_set_int( ost->swr_ctx, "in_sample_rate", c->sample_rate, 0); 

  av_opt_set_sample_fmt(ost->swr_ctx,"in_sample_fmt",AV_SAMPLE_FMT_S16,0); 

  av_opt_set_int( ost->swr_ctx, "out_channel_count", c->channels, 0 ); 

  av_opt_set_int( ost->swr_ctx, "out_sample_rate", c->sample_rate, 0 ); 

  av_opt_set_sample_fmt(ost->swr_ctx,"out_sample_fmt",c->sample_fmt,0); 

  //initialize the resampling context 

  if ((ret = swr_init(ost->swr_ctx)) < 0) { 

      fprintf(stderr, "Failed to initialize the resampling context\n"); 

      exit(1); 

  } 

} //END void open_audio( ... )-------------------------------------------------- 

static int decode_packet(InputStream *in_st,int *got_frame,int cached) { 

  int ret = 0; 

  int decoded = in_st->audio_pkt.size; 

  //AVPacket * pkt = in_st->audio_pkt; 

  *got_frame = 0; 

 

  if (in_st->audio_pkt.stream_index == in_st->audio_stream_idx) { 

    // pCodecCtx WAS allocated first which is required 

        ///* THIS LOOKS OKAY FOR NOW 

        ret = decode(in_st->audio_codec_ctx,in_st->audio_frame,got_frame,&in_st-

>audio_pkt); 

        //*/ 

        //printf("Finished decoding audio input!\n"); 

    /* 

    //decode audio frame -- deprecated 

    ret = avcodec_decode_audio4(  // Decode the audio frame of size avpkt->size from 

avpkt->data into frame. 

            in_st->audio_codec_ctx, 

            in_st->audio_frame, //decoded frame goes in here 

            got_frame, //was it really decoded or not goes here 

            &in_st->audio_pkt); 

    */ 

    if (ret < 0) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Error decoding audio frame. 

ERROR=[%s].\n",__LINE__,av_err2str(ret)); 

      return ret; 

    //*/ 

    } 

    // Some audio decoders decode only part of the packet, and have to be 

    // called again with the remainder of the packet data. 

    // Sample: fate-suite/lossless-audio/luckynight-partial.shn 

    // Also, some decoders might over-read the packet. 

    decoded = FFMIN( ret, in_st->audio_pkt.size ); 

    if ( *got_frame ) { 
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      printf("audio_frame[%s] n:%d nb_samples:%d pts:%s\n",(cached ? "(cached)" : 

""),in_st->audio_frame_count++,in_st->audio_frame->nb_samples, 

        av_ts2timestr(in_st->audio_frame->pts,&in_st->audio_codec_ctx->time_base)); 

      // Write the raw audio data samples of the first plane. This works 

      // fine for packed formats (e.g. AV_SAMPLE_FMT_S16). However, 

      // most audio decoders output planar audio, which uses a separate 

      // plane of audio samples for each channel (e.g. AV_SAMPLE_FMT_S16P). 

      // In other words, this code will write only the first audio channel 

      // in these cases. 

      // You should use libswresample or libavfilter to convert the frame 

      // to packed data.  

    } else { 

    //decode video frame 

    fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], we are not expecting video or non audio streams yet. We got 

in_st->audio_pkt.stream_index=[%d].\n", 

      __LINE__,in_st->audio_pkt.stream_index); 

    } 

  // If we use frame reference counting, we own the data and need 

  // to de-reference it when we don't use it anymore. 

    if (*got_frame && refcount) { 

    av_frame_unref(in_st->audio_frame);         // frees any reference held by frame 

    } 

  } 

  return decoded; 

} //END-decode_packet( ... )---------------------------------------------------- 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

static AVFrame *get_file_audio_frame(InputStream *ist,OutputStream *ost) { 

  int got_frame = 0; 

  int ret = 0; 

  //check if we want to generate more frames 

  if (av_compare_ts( 

        ost->next_pts, 

        ost->enc->time_base,  // ost->st->time_base -----CHANGED HERE 

        video_length, 

        (AVRational){ 1, 1 }) >= 0) { 

    return NULL; 

  } 

  if (av_read_frame(ist->audio_fmt_ctx, &ist->audio_pkt) >= 0) {   

    AVPacket orig_pkt = ist->audio_pkt; 

    do { 

      if ((ret = decode_packet(ist, &got_frame, 0)) < 0 ) { 

        break; 

      } 

      ist->audio_pkt.data += ret; 

      ist->audio_pkt.size -= ret; 
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    } while (ist->audio_pkt.size > 0); 

    av_packet_unref(&orig_pkt); 

  } 

  //overwriting time stamps with output futures 

  ist->audio_frame->pts = ost->next_pts; 

  ost->next_pts  += ist->audio_frame->nb_samples; 

  return ist->audio_frame; 

} //END-static AVFrame *get_file_audio_frame( ... *ist, ... *ost )-------------- 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

static AVFrame *get_synthetic_audio_frame( OutputStream *ost ) { 

  AVFrame *frame = ost->tmp_frame; 

  int j, i, v; 

  int16_t *q = (int16_t*)frame->data[0]; 

  //check if we want to generate more frames 

  if (av_compare_ts(ost->next_pts, 

        ost->enc->time_base,  // ost->st->time_base ------ CHANGED 

HERE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

        video_length,(AVRational){ 1, 1 }) >= 0) { 

    return NULL; 

  } 

  for (j = 0; j <frame->nb_samples; j++) { 

    v = (int)(sin(ost->t) * 10000); 

    for (i = 0; i < ost->st->codecpar->channels; i++)  // ost->st->channels 

        *q++ = v; 

    ost->t     += ost->tincr; 

    ost->tincr += ost->tincr2; 

  } 

  frame->pts = ost->next_pts; 

  ost->next_pts  += frame->nb_samples; 

  return frame; 

} //END-static AVFrame *get_synthetic_audio_frame(OutputStream *ost)------------ 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

static int write_audio_frame(InputStream *in_st, AVFormatContext *oc, OutputStream 

*ost) { 

  AVCodecContext *c; 

  AVPacket pkt = { 0 }; // data and size must be 0; 

  AVFrame *frame; 

  int ret; 

  int got_packet; 

  int dst_nb_samples; 

  av_init_packet(&pkt); 

  c = ost->enc; /*My attempt to change*/ 

  ret = avcodec_parameters_to_context(c, ost->st->codecpar);  // should be okay 

  if (ret < 0) { 

    printf("Could not set codec to paramters\n"); 
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  }  //c = ost->st->codec; // c = avcodec_alloc_context3(in_st->audio_codec); 

  if (in_st->audio_src == AUDIO_SYNTHETIC) {  // see above 

    frame = get_synthetic_audio_frame(ost); 

  } else { 

    frame = get_file_audio_frame(in_st,ost); 

  } 

  if (frame) { 

    // convert samples from native format to destination codec format, using 

    //the resampler compute destination number of samples. 

    dst_nb_samples = av_rescale_rnd(    // Rescale a 64-bit integer with specified 

rounding.  

                       (swr_get_delay( /*Gets the delay the next input sample will experience 

relative to the next output sample. */ 

                           ost->swr_ctx,c->sample_rate) + frame->nb_samples),c->sample_rate,c-

>sample_rate,AV_ROUND_UP); 

    av_assert0(dst_nb_samples == frame->nb_samples);  // CRASHES HERE 

    // when we pass a frame to the encoder, it may keep a reference to it internally make 

sure we do not overwrite it here 

    //simplify -- Ensure that the frame data is writable, avoiding data copy if possible.  

    if ((ret = av_frame_make_writable(ost->frame)) < 0) { 

      exit(1); 

    } 

    //convert to destination format -- internal????? 

    ret = swr_convert(ost->swr_ctx,ost->frame->data,dst_nb_samples,(const uint8_t 

**)frame->data, frame->nb_samples); 

    if( ret < 0 ) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Error while converting. 

ERROR=[%s].\n",__LINE__,av_err2str(ret)); 

      exit(1); 

    } 

    frame = ost->frame; 

    frame->pts = av_rescale_q(ost->samples_count,(AVRational){1, c->sample_rate},c-

>time_base); 

    ost->samples_count += dst_nb_samples; 

  } //END if (frame)---------------------------------------------------------- 

  ///* 

  //ret = encode(c,&pkt,&got_packet,frame); 

  //*/ 

  //ret = avcodec_encode_audio2( c, &pkt, frame, &got_packet ); //deprecated 

  if ((ret = encode(c,&pkt,&got_packet,frame)) < 0 ) { 

    fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Error encoding audio frame. 

ERROR=[%s].\n",__LINE__,av_err2str(ret)); 

    exit(1); 

  } //encoding audio frame succeeded 

  if (got_packet) { //write audio frome to the muxer 
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    if ((ret = write_frame( oc, &c->time_base, ost->st, &pkt)) < 0) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Error while writing audio frame: %s\n",av_err2str(ret)); 

      exit(1); 

    } 

  } //END if there is a packet, write it to the muxer--------------------------- 

  return (frame || got_packet) ? 0 : 1; 

} //END write_audio_frame(AVFormatContext *oc, OutputStream *ost)--------------- 

static AVFrame *alloc_picture(enum AVPixelFormat pix_fmt, int width, int height) { 

  AVFrame *picture; 

  int ret; 

  picture = av_frame_alloc(); 

  if (!picture) { 

    return NULL; 

  } 

  picture->format = pix_fmt; 

  picture->width  = width; 

  picture->height = height; 

  // allocate the buffers for the frame data 

  //ret = av_frame_get_buffer(picture, 32); 

  if ((ret = av_frame_get_buffer(picture, 32)) < 0) { 

    fprintf( stderr, "Could not allocate frame data.\n" ); 

    exit(1); 

  } 

  return picture; 

} //fine 

static void open_video(AVFormatContext *oc,AVCodec *codec,OutputStream *ost, 

AVDictionary *opt_arg) { 

  AVCodecContext *c; 

  int ret;  // open_video(oc,video_codec,&out_video_st,opt); 

  c = avcodec_alloc_context3(codec); // done before avcodec_open2 

  c = ost->enc; 

  if (!c) { 

    av_log(NULL, AV_LOG_ERROR, "Failed to allocate the decoder context for 

stream\n"); 

    exit(1); 

  } 

  AVDictionary *opt = NULL; 

  av_dict_copy(&opt,opt_arg, 0); 

  ret = avcodec_open2(c,codec,&opt);  // ret = avcodec_open2(c,dec,&opt); 

  av_dict_free(&opt); 

  if (ret < 0) { 

    //printf("ret = %d\n", ret); 

    fprintf(stderr, "Could not open video codec: %s\n", av_err2str(ret)); 

    exit(1); 

  } 
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  ost->frame = alloc_picture(c->pix_fmt, c->width, c->height); 

  if (!ost->frame ) { 

    fprintf( stderr, "Could not allocate video frame\n" ); 

    exit(1); 

  } 

  ost->tmp_frame = NULL; 

  if ( c->pix_fmt != AV_PIX_FMT_YUV420P ) { 

    ost->tmp_frame = alloc_picture(AV_PIX_FMT_YUV420P, c->width, c->height); 

    if ( !ost->tmp_frame ) { 

      fprintf( stderr, "Could not allocate temporary picture\n" ); 

      exit(1); 

    } 

  } 

  ost->video_st = c; 

  ost->enc = c; 

  /* copy the stream parameters to the muxer */ 

  ret = avcodec_parameters_from_context(ost->st->codecpar, c); 

  if (ret < 0) { 

    fprintf(stderr, "Could not copy the stream parameters\n"); 

    exit(1); 

  } 

  //printf("Finished open_video\n"); 

} //END static void open_video(...)--------------------------------------------- 

#ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

  //Now lets grab the frame from the input stream 

  static void grab_live_image( 

    OutputStream *ost, 

    unsigned int width, 

    unsigned int height, 

    AVFormatContext * pFormatCtx, 

    AVCodecContext * pCodecCtx, 

    AVFrame * pFrame, 

    AVPacket * packet, 

    int videoindex) { 

    int ret, got_picture; //AS-TODO: useful? 

    //char buf[1024]; 

    //AVCodecParserContext * parser; 

    // When we pass a frame to the encoder, it may keep a reference to it internally make 

sure we do not overwrite it here 

    ret = av_frame_make_writable(ost->frame); 

    if ( ret < 0 ) { 

      exit(1); 

    } 

    //we must convert LIVE V4L2 picture to the codec pixel format if needed 

    if (!ost->sws_ctx) { 
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      //printf("Setting sws_ctx\n"); /*sws_getContext returns an SwsContext to be used in 

sws_scale*/ 

      //printf("Width = %u and height = %u\n", pCodecCtx->width,pCodecCtx->height); 

      //printf("Width = %u and height = %u\n", ost->st->codecpar->width,ost->st-

>codecpar->height); 

      /*changed to codecpar -- pix_fmt is not in codecpar, set it to global default*/ 

      ost->sws_ctx = sws_getContext(pCodecCtx->width,pCodecCtx->height,pCodecCtx-

>pix_fmt,ost->st->codecpar->width,ost->st->codecpar->height,ost->enc-

>pix_fmt,SCALE_FLAGS,NULL,NULL,NULL); 

      if (!ost->sws_ctx) {             

        fprintf(stderr,"Could not initialize the conversion context\n"); 

        exit(1); 

      } 

      //printf("Have sws_ctx\n"); 

    } //END if (!ost->sws_ctx )------------------------------------------------ 

    if(av_read_frame(pFormatCtx, packet) >= 0) { 

      if(packet->stream_index == videoindex) { 

        //printf("Decoding video...\n"); // Use avcodec_send_packet() and 

avcodec_receive_frame(). FIX HERE 

        ret = decode(pCodecCtx,pFrame,&got_picture,packet); 

        //ret = 

avcodec_decode_video2(pCodecCtx,pFrame,&got_picture,packet);  //deprecated!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!! 

        //printf("Finished decoding video input!\n"); 

        if(ret < 0) { 

          printf("Decode Error.\n"); 

        } 

        if(got_picture) { 

          //printf("I got picture!\n"); 

          sws_scale(ost->sws_ctx,(const uint8_t* const*)pFrame->data,pFrame->linesize,0, 

            pCodecCtx->height, //ost->st->codec->height, 

            ost->frame->data, 

            ost->frame->linesize);     

        } //END if( got_picture )------------------------------- 

      } //END if( packet->stream_index == videoindex )------------ 

      av_packet_unref(packet); //av_free_packet(packet); 

    } //END if( av_read_frame(pFormatCtx, packet) >= 0 )------------------------ 

    //printf("Grabbed LIVE image\n");                 

  } //END static void grab_live_image(...)------------------------------------- 

#else //NOT LINUX_LIVE_STREAM--------------------------------------------------- 

  //// 

  // Prepare a dummy image. 

  // This is used only if we want to create a made up frame in the case where 

  // we are no capturing live frames nor reading them from some input file or 

  // input stream frames. 
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  ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

  static void fill_yuv_image(AVFrame *pict,int frame_index,int width,int height) { 

    int x, y, i, ret; 

    // when we pass a frame to the encoder, it may keep a reference to it 

    // internally; 

    // make sure we do not overwrite it here 

    // 

    //ret = av_frame_make_writable(pict); 

    if ((ret = av_frame_make_writable(pict)) < 0 ) { 

      exit(1); 

    } 

    i = frame_index; 

    //IF SYNTHETIC VIDEO 

    for ( y = 0; y < height; y++ ) { 

      for ( x = 0; x < width; x++ ) { 

        pict->data[0][y * pict->linesize[0] + x] = x + y + i * 3; 

      } 

    } 

    //Cb and Cr 

    for( y = 0; y < height / 2; y++ ) { 

      for (x = 0; x < width / 2; x++) { 

        pict->data[1][y * pict->linesize[1] + x] = 128 + y + i * 2; 

        pict->data[2][y * pict->linesize[2] + x] = 64 + x + i * 5; 

      } 

    } 

   

  } //END static void fill_yuv_image(...)--------------------------------------- 

#endif //#ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

LINUX_LIVE_STREAM----------- 

static AVFrame *get_video_frame( 

  OutputStream *ost 

  #ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

    , 

    AVFormatContext * in_fmt_ctx, 

    AVCodecContext * in_codec_ctx, 

    AVFrame * in_frame, 

    AVPacket * in_packet, 

    int videoindex 

  #endif //#ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

) { //AVCodec *dec = avcodec_find_decoder(ost->st->codecpar->codec_id); 

  int ret; 

  AVCodecContext *c;// = ost->st->codec; // AVCodecContext *c = 

avcodec_alloc_context3(dec); 

  c = ost->enc; 

  ret = avcodec_parameters_to_context(c, ost->st->codecpar); 
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  if (ret < 0) { 

    av_log(NULL, AV_LOG_ERROR, "Failed to copy decoder parameters to input 

decoder context for stream\n"); 

    printf("FAILED\n"); 

    exit(1); 

  } 

  fprintf(stderr,"Line[%d]...next_pts=[%"PRId64 "].\n", __LINE__,ost->next_pts); 

  /* check if we want to generate more frames */ 

 // printf("ost->st->time_base = %s while video_length = %s\n", ost->st->time_base, 

video_length); 

  if ( 

    av_compare_ts(ost->next_pts, 

        c->time_base, //  ost->st->time_base, 

        video_length,(AVRational){ 1, 1 }) >= 0) { 

    //printf("Failed here\n"); 

    return NULL; 

  } 

  #ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM /*get the image -- see above*/ 

    //printf("GRAB_LIVE_IMAGE\n"); 

    grab_live_image(ost,c->width,c-

>height,in_fmt_ctx,in_codec_ctx,in_frame,in_packet,videoindex); 

  #else //#ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

    if ( c->pix_fmt != AV_PIX_FMT_YUV420P ) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line[%d]..next_pts=[%" PRId64 "].\n", __LINE__, ost->next_pts); 

      if ( !ost->sws_ctx ) { 

        ost->sws_ctx = sws_getContext(c->width,c->height,AV_PIX_FMT_YUV420P,c-

>width,c->height,c->pix_fmt,SCALE_FLAGS,NULL,NULL,NULL); 

        if ( !ost->sws_ctx ) { 

          fprintf(stderr,"Could not initialize the conversion context\n"); 

          exit(1); 

        } 

      } //END if ( !ost->sws_ctx )--------------------------------------- 

      fill_yuv_image(ost->tmp_frame,ost->next_pts,c->width,c->height); 

      sws_scale(ost->sws_ctx,(const uint8_t * const *)ost->tmp_frame->data, 

        ost->tmp_frame->linesize,0,c->height,ost->frame->data,ost->frame->linesize); 

    } else { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line[%d]..next_pts=[%" PRId64 "].\n", __LINE__, ost->next_pts ); 

      fill_yuv_image(ost->frame, ost->next_pts, c->width, c->height); 

    } 

  #endif 

  ost->frame->pts = ost->next_pts++; 

  //printf("Finished get_video_frame();\n"); 

  return ost->frame; 

} //END static AVFrame *get_video_frame(...)------------------------------------ 

static int write_video_frame( 
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    AVFormatContext *oc, 

    OutputStream *ost 

    #ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

      , 

      AVFormatContext   * in_fmt_ctx, 

      AVCodecContext * in_codec_ctx, 

      AVPacket * in_packet, 

      AVFrame * in_frame, 

      int videoindex 

    #endif //#ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

) { 

  int ret; 

  AVCodecContext *c; 

  AVFrame *frame; 

  int got_packet = 0; 

  AVPacket pkt = { 0 }; 

  c = ost->enc; //Based on outout.c 

  //printf("In video_write_frame\n"); 

  ret = avcodec_parameters_to_context(c, ost->st->codecpar); 

  if (ret < 0) { 

    printf("Could not set codec to parameters\n"); 

  }  

  //printf("get_video_frame\n"); 

  //c = ost->st->codec; // deprecated 

  frame = get_video_frame( 

            ost, 

            #ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM//, 

                in_fmt_ctx, 

                in_codec_ctx, 

                in_frame, 

                in_packet, 

                videoindex 

            #endif //#ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

          ); 

  av_init_packet(&pkt); 

  //printf("Got video frame. Encoding frame..!\n"); 

  //ret = avcodec_encode_video2(c,&pkt,frame,&got_packet);  // deprecated 

  if ((ret = encode(c,&pkt,&got_packet,frame)) < 0) { 

    fprintf(stderr,"Error encoding video frame. ERROR=[%s].\n",av_err2str(ret)); 

    exit(1); 

  } 

  //printf("Encoded\n"); 

  //printf("got packet  = %d\n", got_packet); 

  if (got_packet) { 

    //printf("got a packet \n"); //%u\n, c->time_base); 
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    ret = write_frame(oc, &c->time_base, ost->st, &pkt); 

  } else { 

    ret = 0; 

  } 

  //printf("ret = %d\n", ret); 

  if (ret < 0) { 

    fprintf(stderr,"Error while writing video frame. ERROR=[%s].\n",av_err2str(ret)); 

    exit(1); 

  } 

  //printf("end write_video_frame\n"); 

  return (frame || got_packet) ? 0 : 1; 

} //END static int write_video_frame(...)--------------------------------------- 

static void close_stream(AVFormatContext *oc, OutputStream *ost){ 

  //avcodec_parameters_free(ost->st->codecpar); 

  avcodec_close(ost->enc); 

  av_frame_free(&ost->frame);           // frees av_frame_alloc() 

  av_frame_free(&ost->tmp_frame); 

  sws_freeContext(ost->sws_ctx); 

  swr_free(&ost->swr_ctx); 

} //END close_stream(AVFormatContext *oc, OutputStream *ost)-------------------- 

// Print information about the input file and the used codec. 

static void print_stream_info(InputStream *is) { 

  //const char * long_name = NULL; 

  //long_name = is->ofmt->long_name;  

  fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Codec for input=[%s], is=[%s].\n",__LINE__, 

    (is->src_filename? is->src_filename: "NULL"), 

    ( // is->audio_stream->codecpar->long_name 

      is->audio_codec_ctx->codec->long_name? 

      is->audio_codec_ctx->codec->long_name:"NULL")); 

  if( is->audio_codec_ctx->codec->sample_fmts != NULL ) { 

    fprintf( stderr,"Supported sample formats: "); 

    int i = 0;  // is->audio_stream->codecpar->sample_fmts[i] 

    for(i = 0; is->audio_codec_ctx->codec->sample_fmts[i] != -1; ++i) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"%s",av_get_sample_fmt_name(is->audio_codec_ctx->codec-

>sample_fmts[i])); 

      if(is->audio_codec_ctx->codec->sample_fmts[i+1] != -1) { 

        fprintf(stderr, ", "); 

      } 

    } 

    fprintf(stderr, "\n"); 

  } 

  fprintf( stderr, "---------\n" ); 

  fprintf(stderr,"Stream:        %7d\n",is->audio_stream_idx); 

  fprintf(stderr,"Sample Format: %7s\n",av_get_sample_fmt_name(is->audio_codec_ctx-

>sample_fmt)); 
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  fprintf(stderr,"Sample Rate:   %7d\n",is->audio_codec_ctx->sample_rate); 

  fprintf(stderr,"Sample Size:   %7d\n",av_get_bytes_per_sample(is->audio_codec_ctx-

>sample_fmt)); 

  fprintf(stderr,"Channels:      %7d\n",is->audio_codec_ctx->channels); 

  fprintf(stderr,"Planar:        %7d\n",av_sample_fmt_is_planar(is->audio_codec_ctx-

>sample_fmt)); 

  fprintf(stderr,"Float Output:  %7s\n",(av_sample_fmt_is_planar(is->audio_codec_ctx-

>sample_fmt)? "yes" : "no")); 

  } //END print_stream_info( ... )------------------------------------------------ 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

// Find the first audio stream and returns its index. If there is no audio     

// stream returns -1.%                                                         

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

int find_audio_stream(const AVFormatContext* fmt_ctx) { 

  int audio_strm_idx = -1; 

  size_t i = 0; // fmt_ctx->streams[i]->codecpar->codec_type 

  for( i = 0; i < fmt_ctx->nb_streams; ++i ) {  // Use the first audio stream we can find. 

NOTE: There may be more than one, depending on the file. 

    if(fmt_ctx->streams[i]->codecpar->codec_type == AVMEDIA_TYPE_AUDIO) {  // 

fmt_ctx->codecpar->codec_type 

        audio_strm_idx = i; 

        break; 

    } 

  } 

  return audio_strm_idx; 

} //END find_audio_stream( const AVFormatContext* fmt_ctx )--------------------- 

//This return "stream_idx" found AND opens the decoder, alloactes it 

//and initializes it. 

//stream_idx will be "-1" if never found. 

static int open_codec_context(InputStream *is, enum AVMediaType type) { 

  int ret, stream_index; 

  AVStream *st; 

  AVCodecContext *dec_ctx = NULL; 

  AVCodec *dec = NULL; 

  AVDictionary *opts = NULL; 

  is->audio_stream_idx = -1; //If AVMediaType is not found this is returned. 

  if ((ret = av_find_best_stream( is->audio_fmt_ctx, type, -1, -1, NULL, 0 )) < 0 ) { 

    fprintf(stderr,"Could not find [%s] stream in input file [%s]. 

ERROR=[%s].\n",av_get_media_type_string(type),is->src_filename,av_err2str(ret)); 

    return ret; 

  } else { 

    stream_index = ret; 

    st = is->audio_fmt_ctx->streams[stream_index]; 

    //find decoder for the stream 

    //dec_ctx = st->codec; // delete this line 
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    dec = avcodec_find_decoder(st->codecpar->codec_id);  // st->codecpar->codec_id 

    dec_ctx = avcodec_alloc_context3(dec); 

    //ret = avcodec_parameters_to_context(dec_ctx, st->codecpar); 

    if ((ret = avcodec_parameters_to_context(dec_ctx, st->codecpar)) < 0) { 

        printf("Failed to load codec parameters to decoder context\n");  

        avcodec_free_context(&dec_ctx); 

        return ret; 

    } 

    if (!dec) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Failed to find [%s] codec for stream in input 

file=[%s].\n",av_get_media_type_string(type),is->src_filename); 

      return AVERROR(EINVAL); 

    } 

    av_dict_set( &opts, "refcounted_frames", refcount ? "1" : "0", 0 ); 

    ret = avcodec_open2( dec_ctx, dec, &opts ); 

    if ( ret < 0 ) {   

      fprintf(stderr,"Failed to open [%s] codec. 

ERROR=[%s].\n",av_get_media_type_string(type),av_err2str(ret)); 

      return ret; 

    } 

    is->audio_stream_idx = stream_index;  

  } //found best stream--------------------------------------------------------- 

  return 0; 

} //END-open_codec_context(...)------------------------------------------------- 

static void print_usage() { 

  printf("usage: \n    $ %s --out_fname <string> --vlen <uint32_t>\n"\ 

    "This program captures LIVE video and outputs it to a media file using 

libavformat.\n"\ 

    "By default, this program generates synthetic audio muxed to a LIVE captured video 

stream.\n"\ 

    "A third option, --audio_source [synth|file|mic], can be used to mux: \n"\ 

    "  synth => synthetic video + LIVE video (default). \n"\ 

    "  file  => audio file (e.g. mp3) + LIVE video. \n"\ 

    "  mic   => default microphone + LIVE video. \n"\ 

    "\nAgain, the webcam video is encoded and muxed with either\n"\ 

    "synthetic audio, provided audio file or audio from a microphone.\n"\ 

    "The video and audio are muxed into a file named in command line.\n"\ 

    "The output file format is automatically guessed according to the \n"\ 

    "output file extension.\nRaw images can also be output by using '%%d' in the 

filename.\n\n",prog_name); 

} //END print_usage()----------------------------------------------------------- 

int main( int argc, char **argv ) { 

  //float startTime = (float)clock()/CLOCKS_PER_SEC; // 

  char *filename = NULL; 

  //char ** temp_filename = NULL; 
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  //char * temp_filename; 

  const char *in_audio_file = NULL; 

  char * dimension = NULL; 

  strncpy( prog_name, argv[0], MAX_NAME_LEN ); 

  static struct option long_options[] = { 

    {"out_fname"   , required_argument, 0, '0' }, 

    {"vlen"        , required_argument, 0, '1' }, 

    {"audio_source", optional_argument, 0, '2' }, 

    {"seg"         , required_argument, 0, '3' }, 

    {"size"        , required_argument, 0, '4' }, 

    {0             ,                 0, 0,  0  } 

  }; 

  printf("Line#[%d],dbg_cnt[%d].................................................\n",__LINE__, 

dbg_cnt++); 

  int capture_options = 0; 

  int long_index = 0; 

  while ((capture_options = getopt_long(argc,argv,"",long_options,&long_index)) != -1) { 

        switch (capture_options) { 

                case '0' : 

                    filename = optarg; 

                    printf("Line#[%d],dbg_cnt[%d]................filename[%s].\n",__LINE__,dbg_c

nt++,(filename == NULL? "NULL": filename)); 

                    break; 

                case '1' : 

                    video_length = atoi(optarg); 

                    printf("Line#[%d],dbg_cnt[%d]................video_length[%d].\n",__LINE__,d

bg_cnt++,video_length); 

                    break; 

                case '2' : 

                    in_audio_file = optarg; 

                    printf("Line#[%d],dbg_cnt[%d]................in_audio_file[%s].\n",__LINE__,d

bg_cnt++,(in_audio_file == NULL? "NULL": in_audio_file)); 

                    break; 

                case '3' : 

                    segment = atoi(optarg); 

                    printf("Line#[%d],dbg_cnt[%d]................segment[%d].\n",__LINE__,dbg_c

nt++,segment); 

                    break; 

                case '4' : 

                    dimension = optarg; 

                    printf("Line#[%d],dbg_cnt[%d]................size[%s].\n",__LINE__,dbg_cnt++

,(dimension == NULL? "NULL": dimension)); 

                    break; 

            default: print_usage(); 

                exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
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          } 

  } 

  if ( (video_length < (uint32_t)1) || (filename == NULL) ) { 

    print_usage(); 

    exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 

  } 

  //-----------------------ffmpeg related stuff below-------------------------- 

 

  //-------------------allocate the output media context------------------------ 

  for (int k = 1;k<=segment;++k) {   

  //temp_filename = filename; // preserve the original name, makes labelling easier 

  OutputStream out_video_st = {0}, out_audio_st = { 0 }; 

  InputStream in_strm = {0}; 

  AVOutputFormat *fmt; 

  AVFormatContext *oc; 

  AVCodec *audio_codec, *video_codec; 

  int ret; 

  int have_video = 0, have_audio = 0; 

  int encode_video = 0, encode_audio = 0; 

  AVDictionary *opt = NULL; 

  av_register_all(); 

  fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d],dbg_cnt[%d]......ffmpeg.all.registered.and.ready.to.go!......\n",

__LINE__, dbg_cnt++); 

  if ( in_audio_file == NULL ) {    

    in_strm.audio_src = AUDIO_SYNTHETIC;  

  }  

  else { 

    in_strm.audio_src = AUDIO_FILE; 

    in_strm.src_filename = in_audio_file; 

    //open input file, and allocate format context 

    if ((ret = 

avformat_open_input(&in_strm.audio_fmt_ctx,in_strm.src_filename,NULL,NULL)) < 0) 

{ 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Could not open source file=[%s]. 

Error=[%s].\n",__LINE__,in_strm.src_filename,av_err2str(ret)); 

      exit(1); 

    } //dump input information to stderr 

    av_dump_format( in_strm.audio_fmt_ctx, 0, in_strm.src_filename, 0 ); 

    //retrieve stream information 

    if ((ret = avformat_find_stream_info(in_strm.audio_fmt_ctx, NULL)) < 0) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Could not find stream information. 

Error=[%s].\n",__LINE__,av_err2str(ret)); 

      exit(1); 

    } // Try to find an audio stream. 

    in_strm.audio_stream_idx = find_audio_stream(in_strm.audio_fmt_ctx); 
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    if( in_strm.audio_stream_idx == -1 ) {  // No audio stream was found. 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], None of the available [%d streams] are audio 

streams.\n",__LINE__,in_strm.audio_fmt_ctx->nb_streams); 

      avformat_close_input(&in_strm.audio_fmt_ctx); 

      exit(1); 

    } 

    // open the codec, allocate it, initialize it and return the stream index of the 

AVMEDIA_TYPE_AUDIO 

    if((ret = open_codec_context(&in_strm, AVMEDIA_TYPE_AUDIO)) != 0) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Could not open_codec_context. 

Error=[%s].\n",__LINE__,av_err2str(ret)); 

    } 

    in_strm.audio_stream =in_strm.audio_fmt_ctx->streams[in_strm.audio_stream_idx]; 

    if (in_strm.audio_stream == NULL) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Could not find audio stream in the input=[%s], 

aborting!\n"\ 

      "Use correct audio file source or microphone or default synthetic audio generated by 

this program.\n",__LINE__,in_strm.src_filename); 

      exit(1); 

    } 

    //Setup the decoder for the input audio 

    ret = avcodec_parameters_to_context(in_strm.audio_codec_ctx, in_strm.audio_stream-

>codecpar); 

    if (!audio_codec){ 

      printf("Failed to copy audio stream parameters to audio codec context\n"); 

    } 

    //in_strm.audio_codec_ctx = in_strm.audio_stream-

>codec;  //in_strm.audio_codec_ctx = in_strm.audio_stream->codecpar; 

    in_strm.audio_codec = avcodec_find_decoder(in_strm.audio_codec_ctx-

>codec_id);  // in_strm.audio_stream->codecpar->codec_id 

    if( in_strm.audio_codec == NULL ) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Audio codec not found.\n",__LINE__); 

      exit(1); 

    } 

    print_stream_info(&in_strm); 

    //allocate audio frame to be used 

    in_strm.audio_frame = av_frame_alloc(); 

    if (in_strm.audio_frame == NULL) {   

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Could not allocate frame for input=[%s], 

aborting!\n",__LINE__,in_strm.src_filename); 

      exit(1); 

    } 

    //initialize packet, set data to NULL, let the demuxer fill it 

    av_init_packet( &(in_strm.audio_pkt) ); 

    in_strm.audio_pkt.data = NULL; 
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    in_strm.audio_pkt.size = 0; 

    if (in_strm.audio_stream) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Demuxing audio from file 

input=[%s].\n",__LINE__,in_strm.src_filename); 

    } 

  printf("Line#[%d],dbg_cnt[%d].REMOVE REMOVE REMOVE! REMOVE 

REMOVE! REMOVE REMOVE!\n",__LINE__, dbg_cnt++); 

  }  

  char c[20]; 

  char d[20]; 

  //char e[20]; 

  size_t len = strlen(filename); 

  char * newfilename = malloc (len-3); 

  memcpy(newfilename,filename,len-4); 

  newfilename[len - 4] = 0; 

  printf("newfilename = %s\n", newfilename); 

  //strncpy(temp_filename,newfilename,32); 

  //temp_filename = newfilename; 

  //strncpy(temp_filename,newfilename,MAX_NAME_LEN); 

  //snprintf(e,10,"-%s",dimension); 

  if (strcmp(dimension,"SMALL")== 0){ 

    snprintf(d,10,"-1-0-LIVE");//, segment); 

  } 

  else { 

    snprintf(d,10,"-1-1-LIVE");//, segment); 

  } 

  //snprintf(d,10,"-LIVE-%d", segment); 

  snprintf(c,24,"-%d-%d.mp4",segment,k);  // c = "-%d.mp4" 

 // strcat(temp_filename,e); 

  char * temp_filename = malloc(len-3+strlen(d)+strlen(c)); 

  printf("just made temp: %s\n", temp_filename); 

  memset(temp_filename,0,strlen(temp_filename)); 

  printf("After memset: %s\n", temp_filename); 

  strcat(temp_filename,newfilename); 

  strcat(temp_filename,d); //concatenate 

  strcat(temp_filename,c); //concatenate 

  //strncpy(temp_filename,temp_filename,MAX_NAME_LEN); 

  printf("temp_filename = %s\n", temp_filename); 

  oc = avformat_alloc_context(); 

  avformat_alloc_output_context2(&oc,NULL,NULL,temp_filename);  //determines the 

file format extension 

  if (!oc) { 

    fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d],Could not deduce output format from file extension: using 

mp4.\n",__LINE__); 

    avformat_alloc_output_context2( &oc, NULL, "mp4", temp_filename); //MPEG 
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    return 1; 

  } 

  fmt = oc->oformat; 

  if(fmt->video_codec != AV_CODEC_ID_NONE) { 

    //printf("No video codec found. Adding stream...\n"); 

    add_stream(&out_video_st,oc,&video_codec,fmt->video_codec,dimension);  // 

working on it 

    have_video = 1; 

    encode_video = 1; 

    //printf("--->Video codec has been found\n"); 

  } 

  if(fmt->audio_codec != AV_CODEC_ID_NONE) { 

    //printf("No audio codec found. Adding stream...\n"); 

    add_stream(&out_audio_st, oc, &audio_codec, fmt->audio_codec, dimension); 

    have_audio = 1; 

    encode_audio = 1; 

    //printf("--->Audio codec has been found\n"); 

  } 

  if(have_video) { 

    //printf("Have video. Opening...\n"); 

    open_video(oc,video_codec,&out_video_st,opt); 

    //printf("--->Got the video\n"); 

  } 

  if(have_audio) { 

    //printf("Have audio. Opening...\n"); 

    open_audio(oc,audio_codec,&out_audio_st,opt); 

    //printf("--->Got the audio\n"); 

  } 

  av_dump_format(oc,0,temp_filename,1); 

  if(!(fmt->flags & AVFMT_NOFILE)) { 

    //printf("Output file needed\n"); 

    if((ret = avio_open(&oc->pb, temp_filename, AVIO_FLAG_WRITE)) < 0 ) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d],Could not open file=[%s], 

ERROR=[%s].\n",__LINE__,temp_filename,av_err2str(ret)); 

      return 1; 

    } 

    //printf("Output file opened\n"); 

  } 

  //printf("Write the header\n"); 

  if ((ret = avformat_write_header(oc, &opt)) < 0 ) { 

    fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Could not write stream header to output file, 

ERROR=[%s].\n",__LINE__,av_err2str(ret)); 

    return 1; 

  } 

  //printf("Header Written\n"); 
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  //Now let's prepare input video 

  #ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM //--------------------------------------------------- 

    AVFormatContext *pFormatCtx; 

    pFormatCtx = avformat_alloc_context();  // create AVFormatContext 

    // Since we use V4L2 device make sure all devices are registered 

    avdevice_register_all(); 

    //Linux only 

    AVInputFormat *ifmt = av_find_input_format("video4linux2"); 

    if((ret = avformat_open_input(&pFormatCtx, "/dev/video0", ifmt, NULL)) != 0) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Could not open input stream. 

ERROR=[%s].\n",__LINE__,av_err2str(ret)); 

      return -1; 

    } //Does the stream exist? 

    if((ret = avformat_find_stream_info(pFormatCtx,NULL)) < 0 ) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Could not find input stream infomation. 

ERROR=[%s].\n",__LINE__,av_err2str(ret)); 

      return -1; 

    } 

    int videoindex = -1; 

    int i = 0; 

    for(i=0; i < pFormatCtx->nb_streams; i++) { 

      if(pFormatCtx->streams[i]->codecpar->codec_type == AVMEDIA_TYPE_VIDEO) 

{ 

        videoindex = i; 

        break; 

      } 

    } 

    if(videoindex == -1) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Could not find a video stream. 

ERROR=[%s].\n",__LINE__,av_err2str(ret)); 

      return -1; 

    } //Setup the decoder for the input video 

    AVCodecContext * pCodecCtx; // = pFormatCtx->streams[videoindex]->codec; 

    AVCodec        * pCodec;  // = avcodec_find_decoder(pCodecCtx->codec_id); 

    pCodec = avcodec_find_decoder(pFormatCtx->streams[videoindex]->codecpar-

>codec_id); 

    if (!pCodec) { 

      fprintf(stderr, "Could not find input codec\n"); 

      //avformat_close_input(pFormatCtx); 

      return -1; 

    } 

    /*I think I fixed pCodecCtx*/ 

    pCodecCtx = avcodec_alloc_context3(pCodec); 

    if(!pCodecCtx){ 

      printf("Failed to allocate pCodecCtx\n"); 
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      return -1; 

    } 

    if ((ret = avcodec_parameters_to_context(pCodecCtx, pFormatCtx-

>streams[videoindex]->codecpar)) < 0) { 

      printf("Could not set codec to paramters\n"); 

    }  

    if(avcodec_open2(pCodecCtx, pCodec, NULL) < 0) { 

      fprintf(stderr,"Line#[%d], Could not open codec. 

ERROR=[%s]\n",__LINE__,av_err2str(ret)); 

      return -1; 

    } 

    AVFrame *pFrame = av_frame_alloc(); // Allocate the input frame to use 

    //AVFrame *pFrameYUV = av_frame_alloc(); 

    AVPacket *packet = (AVPacket *)av_malloc(sizeof(AVPacket)); 

    //AVPacket * packet = av_packet_alloc(); 

  #endif //#ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

LINUX_LIVE_STREAM--------- 

    /* 

    if (strcmp(dimension,"BIG") == 0) { // 25 frames/s 

      printf("\nBIG video\n"); 

      pCodecCtx->width = 640; 

      pCodecCtx->height = 360; 

      pCodecCtx->bit_rate = 500000; //bits/s 

      pCodecCtx->framerate = (AVRational){25,1};  // from encode_video.c 

      //pFormatCtx->width = 640; 

      //pFormatCtx->height = 360; 

      //pFormatCtx->bit_rate = 500000; //bits/s 

    } 

    else if (strcmp(dimension,"SMALL") == 0) {  // 15 frames/sec 

      printf("\nSMALL video\n"); 

      pCodecCtx->width = 320; 

      pCodecCtx->height = 180; 

      pCodecCtx->bit_rate = 150000; //bits/s 

      pCodecCtx->framerate = (AVRational){15,1}; 

      //pFormatCtx->width = 320; 

      //pFormatCtx->height = 180; 

      //pFormatCtx->bit_rate = 150000; //bits/s 

    }// by default, dimensions will be 640x480 

    // pCodecCtx->width = 640; 

    // pCodecCtx->height = 480; 

    */ 

  while ( encode_video || encode_audio ) { 

  //select the stream to encode 

    if (encode_video &&(!encode_audio ||av_compare_ts( 

        out_video_st.next_pts, 
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        out_video_st.enc->time_base,  // changed here 

        out_audio_st.next_pts, 

        out_audio_st.enc->time_base // changed here 

        ) <= 0)) { 

    //----------------------------------------------- 

      encode_video = !write_video_frame( 

                     oc, 

                     &out_video_st 

                     #ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

                       , 

                       pFormatCtx, 

                       pCodecCtx, 

                       packet, 

                       pFrame, 

                       videoindex 

                     #endif //#ifdef LINUX_LIVE_STREAM 

                   ); 

        //printf("encode video\n"); 

    } else { 

      encode_audio = !write_audio_frame(&in_strm,oc,&out_audio_st); 

      //printf("encode audio\n"); 

    } 

    //printf("stil in while loop\n"); 

    } //END while ( encode_video || encode_audio )-------------------------------- 

  //Write the trailer, if any. The trailer must be written before you 

    //close the CodecContexts you opened when you wrote the header; otherwise 

    //av_write_trailer() may try to use memory that was freed by av_codec_close().  

    //printf("write trailer\n"); 

    av_write_trailer(oc); 

    //Close each codec. 

    if(have_video) { 

      close_stream( oc, &out_video_st ); 

    } 

    if(have_audio) { 

      close_stream(oc, &out_audio_st); 

    } 

    if(!(fmt->flags & AVFMT_NOFILE)) { 

      //Close the output file. 

      avio_closep(&oc->pb); 

    } 

    //free the stream 

    avformat_free_context(oc); 

    avformat_close_input(&pFormatCtx); // kill the camera 

    temp_filename = filename; // reset it 

  } 
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  return 0; 

} //.............................END.OF.PROGRAM................................. 

 


